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INTRODUCTION

In his manuscript draft of an addition to his catalogue of

plci"ures--that addition commonly known as " Vision of the Last Judgment,

Blake sets forth his understanding of his arts:

As Poetry admits not a Letter that is Insignificant,
so Painting admits not a Grain of Sand or a Blade of
Grass In1ignificant--much less an Insignificant Blur
or Mark.

Thus, in the study of both Blake's poetry and his painting (and his

e>~qui~..;ii'e combination of the two, his illuminated books) extreme care

mlJ~d be taken to examine every detai I and ii-s relation to the '{{hole.

Such an approach fonns the basis for David V. Erdman's The! I luminated

BIClk~ \':h8n~ each plate of the illuminated works are reproduced naxt to

Pt-oft~SSl)r Erdman's commentary on each, sometimes miniscule design that

?
rnakE'!s up th·? p Iate. - Such an approach forms the bas i s for f~0b6rt GIeckner"! S

criticai commentary on the poems of Songs of Innocence and of Experien~!:.

in his l"h6_..I:'!"p'er and the Bard.
3

This study explores the application of

this BfJproach to the several different arrangements of the poems in the

_...._-_.-r--.---
t

'f/:lllam Blake, "A Vision 01( the Last Judgment,t1 in Geoff,-ey 1<'?lY;1(-:~"

ed., ~11111·3"1 BlakH: His Complete Poetry and Prose (London: The Nonesuch
Ubr'Zli:y-;~196"~n, p. 645.

2
David V. Erdman, ed., The I I luminated Blake (New York: Anchor

St,vJk::: ~ ! ~.l74) ..

Rcb0r~ F. Gleckner, The Piper and the Bard (Detroit: Wayne State
Unlver'sli'y F'I'12:S5, /9.59); see especial ry-page ~-

I i I



extant copies of the Songs.

Fol lowing this approach, I have found the placement of each poem

in its poem series (the arrangement of the poems in the two books) to be

highly significant and the arrangements themselves to be indicative of

the evolution of Blake's thoughi's. Uti lising Keynes and \'Ioff's chronology

of the copies more or less as it appears in their landmark bibliographical

catalogue of the copies of Blake's illuminated works, Wi I liam Blake's

Illuminated BC<?ks-=-!' Census~ I have charted in this study i-he df'-Ve!op::l9nt

of tho two primary ideas upon which Blake's rna'fure phi losophy Is based-·-

the states of existence and the visionary process. In embryo the two ideas

are based on the common Medieval and Renaissance motif of the ages of man;

in the early copies of the Son~ these n...o ideas are separated to join in

the last copies in the figure of the redemptive Bard, the figure named

Los-Urthona l n J erusa Iem and God in the fourteenth p Iate of the _I_II us'tr:',;-1 Of~.~.

of i"hFj Boo~' of Job.

This unitive figure emerges from Blake's conception of the

interrelation of innocence and Experience. In the early copies of the

S('l~CJ::" and in those I ater cop ies that base the i r arrangements on thematl c

pro9ress j ons first ut iii sed in these ear Iy cop i es there is an ernphas i s en

the contrariness or opposition (although they are not opposites) of

Innocence and Experience; there is a separation between the objective

Bard who stride'; fon"ard into Expel~ience and those subjective personalities

------A-----
At

Geoffrey Keynes and Edwin Wolf, I I, WI I liam Blake's I I !uminated
f:ook5: A Cen::;us (f~C'w York: The Gl"ol iar Club, !953).

Iv



already in Experience. Although there is an implied progression out of

thflse contraries (lI\'litholJt Contraries Is no progression." Marrlage~

!iea~:'-.Ei1d_~eJJ.., Plate 3) p there Is no true escape from Exper i ence I]n":- i i

thero Is a union of the external Bard and the internal personalities of

Exe.9l:!!:'!..ce. To this end the later copies of the Songs display a

pl"ogress i on of the persona! i ty of Expert ence, the psyche of the state,

towards a union with the vision of the Bard. Through that visionary

unity the "escape" from Experience Is effected.

The fol lowing study is divided into five chapters which explore

thE') cleve lopment of the re Iat I onsh i p of the poems to the poem scri es in

~.?T:9s_~of I nnocence and of Experi ence. The f t rst chapter is uti I ntroduc-'rl on

1'0 the evolution of the contrary states and contrary visions of Innocence

and b:pe r i '2:;',C6; j t concerns I tse I f with the cont-ext of the Songs. An

I ntr·oduct I on to the twenty-one d i Herent arrangements of the cop i es forms

the bas I s of the second chapter; much of the bib II og raph I co I data I:,h ich

produces 1'h·?' following chapters is introduced here. The third chupter is

an investlga'tion of each of the copies and their Interrelationships.

Chapt(\!- I V concerns the I ast arrangement used by Blake of the Song~ in seven

copies end its place as the culmination of the copies' evolution. The

t I n:::ll c!;ar.:.i'el- 'forms the conc I us I on of th I s study.

in preparing and ...,ritlng this study I have received help from

lTlany <:lr,d varied sources. ''!ish to acknowledge the assistance granted r"e

bv the Blo;ineck~ Library at Yale University (Copy M), the Piei"pont ~.1C):'"g,]n

UbrMy in Nel'! York (Copies K and e), iJnd the generous and friendiy help

q!ven 1118 by the ~'1etropol itan r...iuseum of Art in NEM York (Copy 'I). I wish

v



to th.Jnk Dr. Mary Lynn Johnson Grant and Dr. John E. Grant for their

Inestimable help in directing my attentions towards this area of the

Songs; Dr. J3iiles King for his insights into the ~..!-.Iustratl.?~~of the

Boo~_of Jo~_; Professor Richard Morton for his unfai ling aid and patience;

Sandy for the scissors and paste; and lastly, my ...life Judith for putting

up with me.
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CHAPTER I

THE EVOLUTiON OF THE CONTRARIES

Blakers Songs of Innocence and of Experience has long been

considered a sourcebook for ideas elaborated in the longer major Pr·ophecies.

!n fact one school of Blake criticismS has its basis in such an approach:

ideas and designs, both poetic and visual are repeated and elaborated

6
throughout Blake's work. So far, no one has looked at the arrangements of

the poems within the Son~ with the same end in view. An investigation of

7
the severa I d i Herent orderi ngs of the ~ongs revea I s the process of

elaboration in Blakevs use of the states of existence and the visionar)'

faculty.

The states of existence and the visionary process are two

----."f.,....--
-'

The so-called "systematic" school beginning with Joseph \~icl<steed

and ir.cluding S, Foster Damon and Northrop Frye, ei' ~.
(;

\vith the possible exceptions of E. D. Hirsch, Jr. in Innocence
and S'parience: An Introduction to Blake (New Haven: Yale University Press.
T964Tai:;r.r---he-"\.lOr':k of- Dona Id ,oss as reported in Erdman, ed., ~JJymi nate~
Dlake, pp. 69-70, both discussed below.
"'---'- 7

There are twenty-one different arrangements of the poems in
t\'!cnty-sevcn fJxtant contemporary cop i es. Seven of the last e i ghi" ccp i es
1'01 !Oll -rhe sarne arran0S'i!f.:ni" (the Copy T series). For the plJl-poses of this
~'hesis each differenT arr~ngement (with the exception of thal" of Copy B
whose ci"nmg8ment may not be 81 aka's and is not given in either' 01 "~h8 ~e I 0'11

"Jerks) a';· r"eportad in Kl?ynes and !'Iolf, William Blake's lllUrrlim,ted Books:
l\ C811Sl.IS (hereafter'. Census), pp. 50-69" and in Erdma-i1,ed., The'-'jTfurn!ria-1~d
p'-ral::e-;-pp. 69 and 96-97'w!TI be cons i dered. --------.----
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common motifs throughout Blake's \'Jork. The states of existence in 81ake's

mature work are those psychological approaches or perspectives through

wh1ch an !ndividual spiritually passes. A concise formulation of the

purpose of the states is found in A Vision of the Last Judgment (1810):

Man passes on, but States remain for Ever; he passes
thro' them like a travel fer who may as weI I suppose
that the places he has passed thro' exist no more, as
a Man may suppose that the States he h8s pass'd thro'
EXist no more. Every thing is Eternal.

In the early copies of Songs of Innocence and of Experience this aspect

of the states as stages on a journey is muted; instead Blake piaces an

emphas is on I nnocence and Experi ence as the i1T",o Contrar)' States of the

Human SOlil. 119 An emphasis on the contrariness of the states leads in

tu:-n to ar. etnphas i s on the first two of 81 ake' s hi er'archy of vis ior.--

the non-imaginative single vision and the vision of metaphor, twofold

vision. In the later copies by the addition of several poems and the

manipulation of the arrangement of the poems these simple visions are

joined with the comprehensive visions which are threefold and fourfold:

Now I a fourfold VISIon see,
And a fourfold vision is given to me;
'Tis fourfold in my supreme delight

------.-e;----
Kevnes, ed., ~vi ILiam Blake:. His C~plete Poetry and Prose 1 p. 640.

9
Keynes, ed., Comp Ietc Poetry and Prose., p. 51.
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And threefold in soft Beulah's night
And twofold Always. May God us keep
Fr-c)fll Sing Ie vis ion & Newton's sleep! 10

This comprehensiveness of vision is the distinguishing feature of both

the T series copies and such mature works of Blake as the I I lustrations of

the Book of Job.

In or'dar to chart the deve lopment of Blake's thought through the

different arrangements of the poems in the copies of the Songs., it is

f"i rst necessary to exami ne the contexts in \'th ich the two books of the

S?ngs were written. Songs of Innocence was first pub! ished by Blake in

1789 . , . f 'I I . t d . t' II I I' tUSing ,11$ process 0 I umtna e prln Ing. _nnoc~~ e aDora as a

theme first explored in Poetical Sketches (published in 1783 with poems

and pi-o~;e 'fIc·rks composed bet-I'/een 1769 and 1778) and in some poems added

to a copy of Poetical Sketches (dated by Keynes around 1787)--the theme

of Innocence. The first intimation of a state of Innocence existing in

r'e!ation to a state of Exper'ience appears in conjunction with speeches

betItJ6{-:;n Sir ,John Chandos ('nd the Black Prince towards tho end of the third

scene of "Ki ng Edward the Th i rd" in P08ti ca I St(etch~:

Whi Ie vacant youth doth crave and seek about

-----------10----
Blake, "Letter -j-(, ThClS, 8utts, 22 Nov. l802," In Ke'/nes, ed.,

Cf)!nr i etc Pcetry and Prose, pp. 861-62,-_·-_·-----ri..---·----------
lh;s process is described in Ruthven road, ~~am B~_a!~_:_~r~..:::

P,ri'ist (Lodor': ::'iud:o Vista, Ltd., 1971), pp. 20-,2!,
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Within itself, and findeth discontent:
Then, tir'd of thought, impatient takes wing,
Siezes the fruits of time, attacks experience,

••• ti I I tir'd at length, sated and tired
With the changing sameness, old variety,
~!e sit us down, and vio'''' our former joys
With distaste and dislike.

(I I. 252-55 &258-61)

Considerate age, my Lord, views motives,
And not acts; when neither warbling voice
Nor tri I ling pipe is heard, nor pleasure sits
With trembling age; the voice of Conscience then,
Sweeter than music in a summer's eve,
Shal I warble round the snowy head, and keep
Sweet symphony to feather'd angels, sitting
As guardians round your chair; then shal I the pulse
Beat slov.', and taste, and touch, and sight, and sound"

and sme II,
That sing and dance round Reason's fine-\', rought th rone,
Shall flee away, and leave him al I forlorn;
Yet not forlorn if Conscience is his friend.

(II. 282-93) 12

Here the meti f of the ages of man 13 is invested \vith not only the

behavioural norms of youth and age but also with their mental and

splrituai aspects. The meditations of age incorporate the acts of youth

just as the contemplations of youth iook back to its "vacant" past. The

stut€! of Innocence is more specifically evoked by three poems found in

manuscript in a copy of Poetical Sketches. Again the motif of the ages of

m3n forms the unifying structure: the poems are sung by a shepherd, a

-------"2-
Keynes, ed., C(Jmplete Poetry and Prose, pp. 32-33.

'3
Two possible sources for Sluka's use of this motif are h/o 3,r;-hors

who furt'lIsh2Q him 'di'h ooeti::: and adistlc inspiraTion througr,oi,rr his ca~'eer-

Chaucer d;'I'; S~\::1krj~;)eClre.. l~o agGs of rfleW lila if torms the backgrcund ot j1T~G

Kn19ht'~', !'blo" ',I~le":,; it principally opera't"(~s to define codes of beluw;olJr.
Sh~kespGara USDS !t in th8 three Prince Hal plays and in As Yo~ L!ke It.
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young shepherd, and an a Id shepherd. The "Song 2r,d by a Young Shepherd"

is a draft for "Laughing Song," a poem of Songs of Innoc~~; "Song 1st by

a Shepherd" is an invitation to a pastoral landscape where

Innocence doth like a rose
Bloom on every rna i den's cheek

( t I. 5-6) 14

and "Song by an Old Shepherd" returns to the theme of the consolations of

age first articulated by Sir John Chandos, to a "higher lnnocence: lI

Blow, boi sterous VI i nd, stern winter fr"own,
Innocence is a winter's gown;
So clad, we' I I abide life's storm
That makes our limbs quake, if our hearts be warm.

(I 1.9-(2)

Blake has transformed norms of behaviour, the original emphasis of the

motif of the ages of man, into psychological states.

Songs of Innocence shares many of the elements of these trans-

formations of the motif of the ages of man. Like the shepherd songs,

t nnocence invokes a pastora I landscape (w ith the except ion of "The ell j rnl~ey

Sweeper, II though even there Tom Dacre's dream is of a pastora I parad; se) .

Like Chandos's speeches in "Edward the Thil-d," Innocence. ordains diHeron-t'

actions for different ages (notably in "The Ecchoing Green;l and in "Nurse1s

Song"); and like the memori es of youth in those same speeches, J_~!1_~.~~"'::lC~

ls essential Iy static, a collage of tableaux which i I iustra+e rather than

-_._~.-.---~--

Keynes; ed. : Comolete Poetry and Prese, p. 85.--'------ "is
Keynes, ad. , ~....?mp I"er~£oe-rry _and Prose, p. 86.
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progress.

In its simplest terms Songs of Jnnocence is a series of

i i lustrations of Blake's belief in the correspondences between the

sensory world and the world of the imagination. Its celebration is that

of the identity of chi Id, lamb, and Saviour. Innocence seeks

To see a World in a Grain of Sand
And a Heaven in a Wi Id Flower,
Hold Infinity in the palT60f your hand
And Eternity in an hour.

This mode of perception is vthat Blake called iVlofold vision. 17 Twofold

vision exists in contrast to the rational single vision which sees only

that' which is in front of it--it is "Newton's sleep."

The structure of Songs of Innocence is in most copies that of the

18pastoral day. The poems generally at the beginning of Innocence either

outline a typical pastoral day (as in "The Shepherd") or themselves

progress from morning to eve (as in "The Ecchoing Green"), Towards the

end a,-e typical!y those poems indicating the comi'ng dusk ("Nursels Song")

or the night itself ("Night," "A Dream," and "On Another's Sorrow").

Between these two indicators of time's passing Blake intersperses the

remaining poems in block patterns (see Appendix 2) in no consistent

patter'l1 th rough the cop ies .

--------------
16

~'lilli;jm Blf:ke, "Augeries of Innocence," 11.1-4 in Keynes, ed.,
C(X!'IP I E: h:~ FoeiTy and Prose, p. I 18.--·--·---·-·-r7--·------

See -rhe discussion of visiorl in Blake below, pp. 9-10.
IS

In Copl'8s i3, I, K, L, Q, T of the separately issued ~nl~~£~~~~;

In COpi8S C, E, F, o of the combined iS~)i..!es.
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Much has been written about the relationship between Experience

and Innocence. S. Foster Damon finds intimations of Songs of Experience

in the "Introduction" to Songs of Innocence. 19 David Wagenknecht discovers

"Generation" (~Experience) as an integral part of "Night.,,20 Geoffrey

Keynes21 and E. D. Hirsch, Jr.,22 however, argue for the complete

dialectical independence of Innocence from Experience:-when Blake wrote

and pUblished Songs of Innocence, he did not already have in mind its

sequel. This last contention does not, however, Incorporate what Blake

explores in Poetical Sketehes--the progression of man from one psychological

state to another. So it is with Experience. Innocence as a static state

vlhieh sees the oneness of the twofold vision through a variety of it(Jag~s

does not descend into Experience; there Is no necessary progression there.

But ~xperience as an (at times) self-concious parody of Innocence refers

back to Innocence In a like manner but with a different emphasis as age

looks back on the acts of youth or as "tir'd" youth looks back on its own

actions: Experience divests itself of the gown of Innocence.

Even before 1794 when he issued Songs of Experience as a companion

-'---F~---

S. Foster Damon, "The Initial Eden" in Morton D. Paley, ed.,
Songs of lnlior;once and of Experience (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentic8-~a: I,
-.;:---·(,'i:.·t \ .-'111\..>, 1:,<,):1., p. 3L.

20
Dav!d WagG~knecht. Bfake~s Night (Cambridge, Mass.: The Belknap

Fr-ess, 1';'73), pp. 36-51.
21

Geoffrey Keynes, ed., Wi II lam Blake's Songs of Innocence a:1d of
EX{ler'ience (London: Oxford University Press, The Trianon Facsimile, 19-76T;-__..t-.. _

p. xiv.
22

E. D. Hirsch,. Jr., Innocence and ~xperi?..!:ce, pp. 14-i5.
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volume 1'0 Songs of Innocence, Blake had been experimenting with poem
_.~ -

cye Ias. W. H. S1-evenson i dent if 1es "I ntant Sorro...,," "I n a my rt Ie shade,"

23
and "To my Myrt' e" in the ~..?tebook of around 1791-9:? as one such attempt.

In the same notebook appear the drafts of eighteen of the twenty-six Song~

of E>~~..rience ("The Little Girl Los"f," "The Litt!e Girl Found," "The School

Boy," and "The Voice of the Ancient Elard" were fir-st in Songs of Innocence;

the "Introduction," "Ah! Sunflower," "A Little Girl Lost," and I1To Tirzah"

\',ere wr"itten later with "To Tirzah" as late a date as 1801 for its conlposi-

tion), several of the designs for that book (the title-page, lILondon,"

"The t\ngel," "Introduction,'l "Holy Thursday," and perhaps "The Sick Rose"),

and a poem, finally rejected, the "Motto io the Songs of Innocence and of

Exper'j once: 'I

The Good ar"e attracted by Mens percep~'lons

And think not for themselves
T I I I Expe r i en ce teaches them to catch
And to cage the Fairies &Elves

And then the Knaves begin to snarl
And i'he Hypocrite to howl
And al I his good Friends shew their2ijrivate ends
And the eagle is known from the owl

Although this poem was written at the same time as the drafts of most of

• 25
'the ~~D,.Sls of Experience, its diction and images are mOI-e In harmony with

------23
liL H. Stevenson, ed., The Poe~~-9.!-8 i ake, (London: Longmans Group

Limited, 1971i, p. 151,
24

Dav i d V. Eruman, ed. 1 The Notebook of vii II jam B' aka (L.ondon:
Oxford University Press, 1973), p-.-NlOI. ------ "-

25
Keynes i n .s?9::n2J.~1'e Po~try_~~_~.-£.~ dates j t around 1793; Erdman

In Stevenson, ed., Poems dates it 1791-92.



B'ake~s emtitematic books (The Gates of Paradise, for exan,ple). l'r does,

however, dCtT:O:lstr'ate the necessary re Iatl onsh i p between I nnocence and

Experience: withIn Innocence there Is no progression out, no change; the

f jist chan9E: 0ccur::~ \"ii th the descent i r.to Experi ence, its "teach i ngs," the

ord0rod S8'!'!;' (;If 'lrA0J11S percept ions" wh i ch attract Just as the grave beckons

1h01 26 or i-he "impatience" that leads "vacant youth" to attack Experience. 27

The "t~oi'tG" also ShO\'/5 that Experience and Innocence are contraries in

that tt10V Clro 1'\'/0 different ways of seeing the same things: the fairies

and elves of -rhe imagination aloe caged once caught; good fr-iends become

self-seeking; and the birds that were al I once eagles (by Implication)

becof\~e djfff~rer.tiated into the several species that the eyes bohold. The

desceni' into E)~rerien(:e i'opresents a loss of vision--the individual in

Exper i en':::8 tins o~ll y sing Ie vis i on or at most a perverted twofo I d v j s i on.

It is because of this loss of vision that most of the speakers of the

poems o't .Exeeri~e cannot be trusted. 28 On i y the Bar'd rna i nta i ns a

perspectIve IJntainted by Experience: he advances into Experience out of

th'3 pastor'a! state of Innocence gazing straight ahead. It is in the

"ll1tmdudion" to Songs of Exp~rlence that the Bard Is first inves"fcd wii'h

COn1pensa'rir:g vision necessary to understand the state of Experience:

-------26----
See The Book of The!, Plate 5, line 14 and following.

See above, pages 3-4.
28

For a cornpn:lhensive study of the problem of narrative voice in
E~f>!!El(-,;:!:?_~. S88 D. G. Gi! Iham, Blake's Contrary St;::tes (Lo,ldon: C~~rn~!'idge

UniversIty Press, \966).
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Hear the voice of the Bard!
Who Present, Past, ~ Future sees
Whose ears have heard,
The Holy Word, 29
That walk'd among the ancient trees.

The vision of the Bard entering Experience is threefold both in

structure and content. Innocence exists as a reference to the present,

and through both the past and the present the Bard as prophet sees an

Indication of the future. The content of this vision is a series of

indignant cries against the hypocrisy and incompleteness of the state of

Experience. As a vision that strives for completeness, the vision of the

Bard is simi lar to that of the lovers of Beulah; but, whereas their vision

completed by their love becomes dreamlike in Beulah, in Experience that

same vision becomes an indignant striving for completeness. \'/i-rh the

passage into Experience Innocence becomes a dialectical state, an objective

entity rather than its previous omnipresent subjective reality.

In Innocence its one time is al I time--t'here is no senS8 of the

passage of any time except that of the progress of the sun; Innocence exists

In eternal spring. In Innocence, too, all things exist as corr-elatives of

each oth8r'-- the I ion acts as a protector for the Iamb In "N ight," a ro Ie

that Chri sf plays in "The Li tt i e Boy Found, 11 yet the Iamb lsi tse If an Image

of Chrisl. !t is in Experience that these correlatives become opposltos.

It Is the SardIs mission to reconci Ie these seeming differences. He c6l Is

the C 3rth and -j-he "I apsed Sou, If to remember aga i n what they have forgoi"t9r.:

/'------2-9------
Keynes, ed., fompJete Poetr-y and Prose, p. 65.



Turn away no more:
Why wi It thou turn
The starry f f oor
The watry shore
Is giv'n thee tl I I

m'lay

30
the break of day.

II

In i-he 'r!orld of Exper'ience "the starry floor-" 8'id lithe watry shore" are

imagina'r'ive impossibi I ities, yet Ea,-th herself reel ines on just such a

floor (see the design of the "Introductiorl") although she does not realise

it and the watry shore is a common setting in _~noeence. A return to

Innocence, however) req \.i i r'es not on Iy rememberi ng what has been lost, but

also forgetting or transcending the ilteach!ngs tt of Experience. BIClke

intl-oduced the threefold vision of th~ Bard BS an a1"i'empt to overcome the

contrariness of the sta1es. That tnls does not fu~ Iy solvE the problem of

Experience is the reason for Blake's many experiments with the onier"ing

of the poems in SO~Ds 0'( Exp~;:wie_nc.::. culminating in the ccmf)rehensive and

completing fourfold vision.

-- 30 --

!(eynes, ed., Camp Iete Po~try ..?..!.~.-£'ro~.. p. 65.



CHAPTER II

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE COPIES

Blake cor.tinued to publish the combined Songs of Innocence and of

~erlence from 1794 unti I his death in 1827. During that period he

constantly experimented with the ordering of the poems within the books.

Of the twenty-seven copies in existence prepared by Blake, there are

twenty-one different orderings which correspond to some degree with themes

elaborated in the longer prophecies, in letters, and in his other work.

Two themes of this type wi I I be investigated here--Blake's themes of

vision and state.

Three of Blake's four types of vision have been discussed above:

the r"ational sensory "single vision," the twofold vision of correspondences,

and the prophetic striving for completeness ,of threefold vision. T..;cfold

vision is the prorer vision of Innocence. In Experience either single or

twofold vision leads to erroneous conclusions (as in "The Fly" whir:h has

both the form and the visIon of Innocence) or to self-perversion (~.g~ "A

31Poison Tree H
). Twofold vision in Exp~.rience becomes pathetiC fallacy;

single vision becomes despair. The threefold vision of the Bard becomes

the only indicated means of moving out of the false visions of Experience.

-------'31--
SGI:1 D. G. Gi Ilham's study of lILondon" in his Blake's Contrary

~!?!e~, pp. 3-~O.

12
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Threefold vision is the vision of lovers in Beulah (a state half\./ay beh/een

"Generation" or Experience and Eden where the conflict of Contraries is

ternporari Iy suspended by the power of love) and as such cries out in

Experience in indignation at anything unreconci led because of hypocrisy

or lack of love. The Bard cries out in indignation against impoverishment

"in a rich and fruitful land" ("Hoiy Thursday"), cries out in prophecy

of Earth's return "to her maker meek ll (the bardic response to the situation

ou-r I i ned in the "I ntroduct i on" and "Earth's Answer" found in "The Li tt Ie

Girl Lost"), denounces the inauthenticlty of the viewpoints of Experience

(liTo Tiriah"), and calls to the "Youth of delight" to participate in the

"op9:1ing morn" ("The Voice of the Ancient Bard"). The bardic utterances in

EXJ)f3r'iGnc~ are charac'i"erised by indignation and a spirit of prophecy--

tone~ which reveal that the bardic viewpoint (at least) is free of the

mental bondage of Experience. The personae and characters in Experience,, __ 0 _

however", reveal their preoccupation with the present and their bondage to

conventional morality (TIThe Angel," "My Pretty Rose Tree") or their

society's domination and perversion of their spirits of freedom (liThe

Chimney Si'leeper,'! 11A Little Boy Lost," and "The School Boy"); they are

caught in the netted traps of Experience which are primari Iy those of

static acceptance of circumscribed behaviour. The speakers are caught In

a state analogous to that of Innocence (henea Bloke's movement of such

poem: as "The Schoo I Boy" i rom $0",95 of Innocence. to Son8.:>-._?f Experi ence) ,

yet they lack the vision to see beyond their state--thair fal I and their

inabi lit)' "i"o rise are fed lures of vision. Tvlofold vision, whi Ie not a

total succumbIng to the dictates of Experiehce, sti I I cannot see beyond

/
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the contradictions of preachments and practices (again compare "London").

It is, however, In these "contraries" that Blake suggests the escape from

Experience of those caught therein.

Closely tied to the vlsiona~' progression is Blake's theme of the

states of exi stence. The "Motto to the Songs of I nnocence and of Experi ence l
'

demonstrates the contrariness of Innocence and Experience as a vis!onary

contrariness. 32 The title-page to the combined books replaced the need

for the l:Motto,11 and is inscribed

SONGS/OF/INNOCENCE/and Of/EXPERIENCE
Shew i ng the T\'IO Contr-ary ~tates

of the Human Soul 3

The contrariness of Innocence and Experience is not only that of vision

but also that of state. The states of existence are closely al lied to the

ages of man: "each period of life has its own peculiar errors; as one

grows out of one period into another, one is rnaturing.,,34 Innocence

corresponds to "vacant youth" (i 1'5 vacancy is its time I essness \'!h i cil is

at once no time and al I time); Experience corresponds to youth's

realisation of its emptiness--the realisation that results in craving and

seeking and finding discontent. Blake conceives from the beginning of his

-32---
See above pages 8-9.

33

34
S. Foster Damon, ~!e D~ctionary (Nm'! York: E. P. Dutton c.

Co" Inc ., !971 ») p. 386.
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career' a th i rd state that at first appears to be a vague "matul~i ty" or

"considerate age" or aged Innocence. In Poetical Sketches and its

associated manuscript poems this state proceeds naturally with the years.

By 1793 with the publ ica-rion of both Songs of Experience and The t~arri_age

of_Heaven and Hel i, the progression from state to state becomes dependent

on the interaction of "contraries:"

Without Contraries is no progression. Attraction
and Repulsion, Reason and Energy'35ove and Hate,
are necessary to Human Exi stence.

The above quotation from The Marriage of Heaven and Hel I elucidates to a

certain extent the subscription to the title-page of the combined issue

of the Song~. The Songs do not on Iy ill ustrate "the Two Contrari States/

of the Human Sou I" but a I so hi n1" at and, in some cop ies, i J Iustr-atc the

interaction of these states--their marriage through the agency of the

bardic vision. In later copies of Songs _o.!_I!1nocence and of Expel-ience

the figure of the Bard becomes more closely associated with the figurB

of poetic inspiration (Los-Urthona), and the interaction of states (in

Experience, at least) becomes a study of poetic progression. This can be

seen through a close investigation of the orderings of the poems through

the copies as outlined in Appendices I through 6.

Appendix j is primari Iy the numerical key

35

the fo I J OVI in9 tab Ies .

Wi I liam Blake, The Marriage of Heaven Dnd Hel I, Plate 3, I I. 7-9
in EI-drran, ad., The I II um iri-ated STake, -p-:T60; the-titl e--page to the
combined iSSU8 of the Songs of Innocence and of Experience fi r-st appear's in
Copy B, .c i rc:~ '794. ---------------.--------
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The fifty-five plates that are arranged! reairanged, added, ar.d delei'ed

are here assigned a number based on the arrangement of seven of the last

eight copies of the Songs (Copies U, W, X, Y, Z, and AA and, nmre or !ess j

in the incomplete Copy T). This arrangement is the standard arrangement

of "the Songs among most Blake scholars.
36

The forty-nine poetry plates,

thr'ee tit Ia-pages, and two fronti sp Ieces occur In most camp Iete cop i es

(there are some additions and deletions). In three copies (B, C, and D)

37"a" (see Figure 3), a tailpiece depicting a nude figure borne lJpv'ards

b . 38. bY SIX cheru 5, appears.

Appendices 2 and 3 show the arrangements of the poems In .Innocence

in the separately issued Songs of Innocence (Appendix 2) and in the

i.!.~::~~ half of the combined issue (Appendix 3). Of primary jmp0l"i'ance

in these tables are the "poem blocks," groups of poems that appear together

through the copjes. 39 These poem blocks seem to stop after Copy N in the

36
See Keynes and Wolf! Census, pp. 50-51; Keynes, ed., Songs of

innocence and of Experience; Erdman, ed., The Illuminated Blake,pp:-4T="97;-er-ar.-·---·_--
----- 37

There Is some dissension as to whether the Bard is in fact nudo.
Dr. ~,13;Y l.ynn Johnson Grant sees him as clothed In one of Blake's "S E-}E'

thro\Jgll:t cosi'umes. I<eynes and Idolf agree with me that the figure is nude.
38

And not, as Keynes reports, "five;" see Keynes and Welf, Census,
p. 51; compare Erdman, ed., The Illuminated Blake, p. 388.

39
Most of these blocks are pointed out by Donald Ross as reported

in Erdman, ad., The I I luminated Blake, PP. 69-70. I have included some
blocks which Ivere not Included and have also found that some of his (Ress's)
blocks are characteristic of some copies he does not include, notably
Coplos Hand K of the s8parately issued Songs of Innocence; see Appendix 2.

,
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separately issued copies of Songs of Innocence and after Copy E (and not

including Copy A) In the combined copies. The reason for this cessation

of the poem blocks Is quite simple--it is after these copies that Blake

began to use one plate per sheet of paper instead of his previous use of

both back and front of the sheet. Thus, many of the orderings of the

separate Songs of Inn~cence and Copies B, C, 0, and E of the combined

issue are dependent on either preprinted materials, i.e. the first plate

of !1The little Black Boy" is printed on the back of a sheet with "Laughing

Song" on its front, the second plate of "The Little Black Boy" is printed

on the front of a sheet that has "The Voice of the Ancient Bard" on its

back, or on a predetermined decision on what poem offsets what poem, i.e.

"Tbo Shepherd" and "Infant Joy." There are critical justifications that
40

can be m3de for these poem blocks, and it is demonstrable In two ways

that these blocks are intentional structures rather than accidental. First,

the re are exper imenta I va r iants of these blocks, i. e. "The Lamb II an d I:The

Blossom" are paired in Copies A-H, K-fvl, and T of the separate Innoc~ce..

and Copies C, 0, and E of the combined issue, and "The Chimney Sweeper"

is paired \'!ith "The Divine Image" in the same copies (with the addition of

Copies A, I, and V in the combined issue); in Copies Q and 0 of the separate

issue and Copy P of the combined issue "The Lamb" is paired with "The

Ch imncy Sweeper. I! Secor! d, there is a return in some of the sing 1e p! ate

copies (one plate per sheet) "\'-0 these poetic blocks characteristic of the

-----4'C)--

Unfortun<ltely; such a study is outside -rhe scope of this thesls.
A.new p~rspectlve on Innocenc~, however, could be gained by such a
diSCUSSion.
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41plate copies. Combined Copy V marks a concious return to what

Hess has termed the "0 Id Order, 1I
42 ~. an orderi n9 incorporati ng

those poem blocks. Copy V of the combined issue and Copy T of the separately

issued §ongs of Innocence preserve this ordering among the copies that are

made up of one plate per sheet.

This last point, that Blake conciously returned to an "Old Order"

in Copy V of the Songs of Innocence and of Experienc!, argues also for the

independence of Innocence from Ex~erience. Aithough Blake conceived of Copy

V as one book (continuous pagination and simi lar colouring throughout

IdE . ) 43 h t tt ( t! t f ). Innocen~ an _"xperl ence, e repea s pa erns a eas our In nnocence

chal~acter!stic of the double plate copies (Copies C, 0, and E) and does

not r0peat in Copy V the pa"tterns found in the same cop ies in ~xp.eri ence. 44

Another indication that Blake considered Songs of Innocence to be independent

from Sengs of Experience is the non-para! lei ism in place of poems bearing

the same or simi lar or contrary titles. If Blake had considered Experie::E~

solely as a cornpanion book to Innocence then there would exist obvious

parallels in place setting of the poems, ~. "The Tyger ll would approximate

the placement of "The Lamb," "Holy Thursday" that of "Holy Thursday,"

"Nursels Song" that of "Nurse's Song," etc. in the books. Yet even in copies

41
Copy V is unique in that a manuscript ordering of its poems

prepared by B!ake survives; see Keynes and Vlolf, Census, p. 63.
42

See Erdman, ed., The I I luminated Blake, p. 70.

44
Keynes and \~o If, Census, p. 63.

Compare Appendices 3 and 4 and the discussion of Group I I in Chap.
I I 1 of this stUdy. /
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where "Holy Thursday" and IINurse's Song" occur together In either Innocence

or Experience, they do not occur together in the companion book. Only in

Copy L and the Copy T arrangements (Copies T, U, W, X, Y, Z, and AA) are

these two poems in simi lar positions in respect to each other in the two

books, and even then each pair is not in a simi far place in the two books,

Not only are the incidental structures of the books (the poem blocks) not

simi lar, but also the overal I structures of the two books do not contain

paral lei elements.

The final argument for the independence of Songs of Innocence from

Songs of Experience is related to the avera I J structures of the books: if

Blake had Intended there to be an inherent progression in Son9s of Innocence

as a result of the arrangement of the poems out of which a transition to

~on9..~~_f Experience would occur, then those copies of Songs of Expe!·i~..':!.~_

which Gxhibit simi lar progressions should have simi lar Songs~ Inr.~cenc~.

in the copies of Songs of Innocence and of Experience there are se~eral

copies whose arrangemen-t of the poems in Experience are similar; indeed

there are several relationships that can be seen In poem setting among each

of the copies {see Appendix 5). Copies C, D, and E form a grouping

containing a great number of simi lar elements; Copies L, M, and N form

another. Copies C, D, and E are copies whose arrangements are dependent on

6- I I' . t· th d 45 C . L U d N h fit '..l d t. a<e s pr!n Ing me a s. oples, 1"1, an , owever, re .ee· Inl:epen en-

means of production---each is printed in a different colour (L in dark brown,

---··--'4.i"F.5'-·-

See the discussion above, page 17, and in gre~ter detai I, the
"Group ! I tI soct i an of CMpter I! I .
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N in dark bro~n and black, and N in black)46 and is differently coloured

(L with bright washes, Mwith dark simple washes simi lar in effect to

47Blake's colour-printing, and N with rich colouring and gold) --and yet

they have simi lar pairings of poems as the terminations for their Experience

series. Although there are certain simi larities in structure between

Copies J and M,48 there are enough simi larlties between Copies L, M, and N

to suppose simi lar structures: an introductory section ending with "Earth's

!lr1S\ver" (Uor "The Clod & the Pebble" 0·1 & N), a first part introduced

(L 0. M) or terminated (N) by "The Tyger" and "The Fly" (L & N) or tiThe

Angel" (M), a second part containing "To Tirzah" (L & ~~) or "The Little

Girl Lost" plates (~1" and a final section containing "The School Boy"

(all), Yet in the corresponding Innocence series (Copies Land Monly--

Copy N lacks Songs of Innocence) the arrangements of the poems are entirely

differ'ent from each other. In Appendices 3a and 3b the terminal poems of

the two ~~ocence serles and those of Songs of Experience are examined. In

the separately issued Songs of Innocence there are eight distinct endings

for the series; five of these endings (including combinations of two or

more) are characteristic of Innocence in the combined issue. Songs of

~Derience has nine distinct endings plus those of three copies, I, J, and

P, which are not simi lar to any other termination. Comparing the tv:o types

46
Keynes and 'dolf, Ce!lsu~, pp. 59-60.

47
Keynes and vlo If, Census, pp. 59-60.

48
See below, Chapter iii , iiGroup IV. ii
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of endings of ?ongs of Innocence in the combined issue with those of the

corresponding Songs of Experience (Appendix 3c), it is demonstrable that

there Is no correlation between Innocence and Experience--siml lar

termlni;ltlons among the copies of Songs of Innocence an_d o'f Experi~~ in

Innocence do not cor-respond with simi lar terminations in Experience.

Blake's arrangements of the poems in Songs of Innocence and of

~xperienc! reiterate the thematic concern of Innocence: the final poems

to bottl Innocence series most commonly end the pastoral day with IINight ll

(separate Innocence Copies A, 8, C, E, I, K, L, M, Q, and T; combined

Jnnoce_~~ Copies C, E, F, I, 0, and Q) or vdth a lullaby in IIA Cradle Song ll

(in separate Innocence Copies E and J, in combined ~~nocence Copies A and

M), or shav; that what ev! I there may be I n the war I d j s overcome by a state

of mind (those copies ending with "The Chimney S.,.,eeperll and liThe Divine

Imagell--Cop 195 A, H, and L of the separate Innocence, Cop i es A ant1 L a I so

ending with "Night,1I and Copy 0 of the combined issue). Only one grouping

of final poems points explicitly towards Experience. and this is the

terminal group found In separate Innocence Copy D and combined Innocence

Copies Rand S and in variant form in Copies L, V, and the T serles--

"The Voice of the Ancient Bard,1I IIA Dream,1I and liOn AnoHler's Sorrow."

lIThe Voice of the Ancient Bard" looks both backward and fortJard in a

foreshadov:lng of the vision of the Bard in the llintroductlon ft to Songs of

Experience. "A Diem;)" and "On Another's Sorrow" are parts of one group of

POOInS in Songs of Innocence that recognize explicitly the existence of evl I;

yet I I ke -the other' poems in th I s group ("The Ch i mney Sweeper J II "N i ght, II

liThe Little Black Boy,:! and llThe Little Boy Losi'll are among the poems of this

group), "A Dream" and "On ".nother's Sorrow ll provide Innoc8l1ce:s consolations.
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"On Another's Sorrow" is a final, triumphant exposition of both the vision

and thebellefs of Innocence--that if there is evi I, Its results do not go

unpitied and that there is another pity and concern beyond the human. Songs

. -. t ' th I' " , f th', 5 P 'I ty .49~..:-xperl ence ques Ions e va laiTY 0

Despite the structural and theoretical independence of Songs of

lnnoc~~. from Songs of Experience, there are some copies which suggest

that Blake thought of the two books as together comprising one unified

book. The evidence for this assumption is based on Blake's pagination of

the copies, a practice which seems closely related to time period. Appendix

4 pr'eseni"s in graphic form the different groupings of the copies of Songs

~_~~~n~~_~~ of Experience. These different groups were detennined by

either Sepaii1te or contilluous pagination through the two books. Each of

the groups displays a remarkable internal continuity: each copy within the

gr-:::>up sho'.1{s structural simi rarities with the other copies in ii's group and

not with other coples,50

Finally, Appendices 5 and 5a are concerned with the arrangements of

$on95_ of-.5xperJ.en~. The information in Appendix 5 and results based on that

Infonnatlon form the bulk of the next chapter. Appendix 5a displays the

frequer,cy of a given poem ina certa 1n pos i ti on in Experi ence; resu Its

---'""'"4""9---
See "The Human Abstract," the companion poem in Exper:ence to

"The Divine Image."
50

Much of the information in Appendix 4 derives from Keynes and
\\'olf, Wi!ii:.Jm Blake's Illuminated Books: A Census.: I have accepted their
datings'of tt)0 copies but disagree wiil1-their charact9ristics of each
Qrollping of the copies; cor,'pare Census, p, 55 with Appendix 4. Keynes and
Wo if (;oncent rate on -t-he movementof poems, I on the pag i nat ion.
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based on it::; informa-j-jon are very important to a full understanding of the

different groups of copies discussed below.



CHAPTER I II

THE COPIES OF SONGS OF INNOCENCE AND OF EXPER!ENCE

The dating of the several copies of Songs of !nno~~~and.

~£.xpelienc~ is primari Iy based on watermark dates found on the

paper used. This method of dating, however, establishes only an

earliest date for the copy's publication; Blake may have used paper

years old in the compi lation of the copy. Keynes and Wolf's description
51

of Copy RJ for example, lists a watermark dated 1808 on one leaf among
52

pages that are watermarked 1794. Some of the copies (Copies 8, 0, F,

g, " ,I, K, L, M, N, and 0) contain no watermark inform:::ltion. Keynes

and \'Jolf group these copies according to criteria which include the

pi acemerlt o'f a poem such as "The Schoo I Boy" or "The Voi ce of ti1e Anci ent

with any differonces noted

The fol lowing groupings of the copies correspo~ds

54
for' the most part to that of Keynes and '110 If

Bard'! in Songs of Innocence or Songs of Experiflnce_ and includ'3s the print
53

ing techniques employed.

in the appropriate section.

-----5-'--
Kaynes and Wolf; Census, p. 62.

52
Copy F has an ear Ii er Songs of Innocence watermarked "E <!. pll

and according to the Census, p. 58, related to Copies I and J of the
separately issued Songs of Innocence; Copy F's Experience has no mar'ks.

53 ----
Keynes and \~o If, Census, p. 52.

54
Keynes and Via If, Cens~s, p. 55.

24
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Group I--Copy A

Copy A, containing leaves watermarked 1794, appears without the

Combin8d litle-Page. Songs of Innocence contains twenty-eight plates

and is paginated by Blake 1-26 (the Title-Page and Frontispiece unnum-

bered); Songs of Experience contains twenty-n/o plates and is paginated

by Blake 1-20 (the Title-Page and Frontispiece unnumbered). In total

number of plates Copy A agrees with the description of the two books in
55

Blake's prospectus for 1793 but differs from it in the allocation of

the plates f'"om book to book. Keynes and I'loif explain this discrep2ncy

by noting the movement of the three plates of "The Little Girl Lost"
56

and "The Little Girl Found" to Songs~~x~.rienc~. This, however,

would mean that the original allocations, i..:-e...:. that of the prospectus

of I 793··-t\'ienty-t i ve plates for each book, WOLI I d give th i rty-one plates

to Songs of innocence and nineteen to Songs of Experience. Evidently,

Blake early intended the movement of some poems from Songs of Innocence,

"The School Boy" and "The, Voice of the Ancient Bard" for example, to

Songs of Experience which he only later did and intended more plates

for §ongs of Experience than he had yet etched.

Despite separate pagination in the notO books, Keynes and Wolf

find that the simi larlty in style In the coloring of the books establishes

one date fa," the i r execut ion. Copy A I acks "A Litt Ie Boy Lost," "A Lii-t Ie

----55
Keynes, ed., Complete Poetry and Prose, p. 692.

56
Keynes and ~Iolf, C~nsLls, p. 51.
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57
Little GIr-l Lost," and, of course, "To Tirzah."

In Copy A Blake constructs Contraries within the Contrary state

of Experlence-"'poems describing the oppressing situation alt~rnate with

poems about the self-enslaved. Four rough divisions in the arrangement

of the poems in Copy A can be discriminated: the first division

corresponds to a genera! introduction to Exper"ience and includes, besides

the Frontispiece and th8 Title-Page the "Introduction" and "Earth's

Answerjll the second part introduces the individual in Experience in

poems wh ich a ItClnate be'h'/een the ens laved, the se I f-ens laved, and

the stete (or vision) which enslaves--this part termini:ltes appropriately

with liThe Tyger;" a third part reaches the, nadir of Experience-·'·a

gr'ouping of poems, lJlnfant Sorrow,1l "The Little Vagabond," "NUI'Se'S Song,"

and "The Human AbsTrac1"" whose tot~ I message seems to be that it Is

better never" to have buen born; and a f ina I part beg inn 1ng ""Ii th "The

little Gi,-I Lost" and "The Little Girl Found" which marks the emergence

out of Experience. Together "The Little Girl Lost" and ll"rhe Little

Girl Found" represent a partial response to the bardic plea in -rhe

"Introduction" through a return to Eadh's Innocence by a change (like

that of Lyca's parents) in vision. The moven~nt of the two poems is

the same as that of "Night" in Songs of Innocence--frcm a state of

daroger and loss, the lost individual becomes protected by a I Ion figure

ina ne'll pastora I Innocence. ilThe Li tt! e Gi r! Lost" and I'The Li tt Ie

Girl round" 'foreshadOlfI a change of vie','Ipoint in Exper'ience (~JL:.

from that of ':The Chimney Sweeper" to thai" of "The Li lly") and a

-----57 -

Which fi r'st app6f.lrS in Copy E; see below unde·; "Group II .!l
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progt-ession from the Contraries of Experience as ir. liThe Clod & the

Pebb !e.:J The 1nter-t\'I in i ng themes of rep ress i on and restra i nt l:'l Copy !-.

culminate in tllis final division in Cl grouping of poems sharing floral

imagery as port of one Contrary and "l.ondon" and "Holy Thursday" as

another. Here The primary imagfJs of flowers Clnd trees recall those of

IIEarthrs Ans\'/er ll and their perversion, a parallel for Earth's bondage.

"The Gar-den of Love" introduces the first of "these Contrari es by

combining -rhe themes of social oppression and the repression of desire.

"A Poison Tree," "The Sick Rose," and "My Pretty Rose Tr~e" illustrate

the perversion of the spiritual body by the repression of sexual desire

or anger: the speaker' of IIA Poison Tree" represses his anger i'o'tlards

his foe, hIding ii" "V/ith smi ies;!! "The Sick Rose" suffers from ihe
I

"diJrk sncret lovell of the "invisible worm;1I the speaker of I!~oly Pr'etty

Rose Tree" rep resses his des ire to take the May F: o'</er by conced i n9

to the dictates of a conventionai morality and is rewarded "with Jea!~)Usvtl

kL IIEarth's Answer") and thorns. "London ll and "Holy Thursday" recal'

th8 oppressive trinity of :tThe Chimney Sweeper"--"God &his Priest ~

Ki nn." These h/o poems ernphas i ze externa I opp ress ion, the bondage of

Earth (as Nature and hence natural desire) by Urizen, rather than the

in'terna! perversion of identity in Experier.ce resulting from the weakness

of des ire as 1n the preced i n9 f lora I POVlrrlS. ';The Li I I Y t" the f i na I

poem of the aTh res Flowers PI ate, II is a! so the term I na I poerl"' of Copy A.

Here )"he strength o~ desin~ moves the Lilly out of Experience·.. -hAr

delight in love negates the need for the horn of "the humble Sheep" or

the thorn of lithe modest Rose." These Cor.trari es--hurn iii ty and horn,
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modesty and thorn--reca II the paradoxes of "The Human Abstract" \"h i eh

serves as the terminal poem of the preceding section of Experience. The

movement of Copy A can be seen as a comprehensive definition of Experience

through an interplay of Contraries resulting in a shifting of

view (lrThe Little Girl Found") and the realisation of Experience as

the repression of natural desire. Once this key to the state of

Experience is perceived (its best statement is the distance of the

sun'flower, the Youth, and the Virgin from their respective goals in

"Ahl Sunflower" on the "Three Flowers Plate"), the means of escape

in the gratification of desire, in Love delighting, becomes evident.

This first copy of ~ongs of Experience forms a circle back

to Innacence. The innocent play of the chi tdren in the first "Nurse's Song"

becO!i1es in the second sexua I "wh isperi ngs. • • in the da Ie." The ad'i on

of "The Li I !yO transforms these "dark secret Loves" into the sweet del i911t

of Innocence. The role of the Bard in this first copy, too, seems to be

a recycling back to Innocence. The vision of the Bard is the vision of

wrath, that of the Hebrew prophets. The Bard speaks three times: In tho

IIlntroduC"(jon" to cal! for Eari'h's return; in the first two stanzas o·f

liThe Little Gi;1 Lost" to prophesise the eventual return; and just

befol~e the plate containing "The Li Ily" in "Holy Thursday" to ShOi" tha-r

VI i th Earth':3 r'eturn to Innocence:

Babe can never hunger there'58
Nor poverty the mind appall.

l:The L! Ilylf moves then through Love away from the thorn and threat

of Experience to the gratification of desire in lnnocence.
-----51)-

,?ongs of Experi8nc~, "Holy Thursday,1f II. 15-16.
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\'/hlch force it to become "dark secret l
! and sick; "The Little Vagabond fl and

"The Human Abstract" analyse the state of Experience once in hope and

once in bitter despair; "A Dream" and "The Little Girl Lost" and "The

Little Girl Found" Call four plates transferred from Songs of Innocence}

I I iustrate the motif of "lost and found" which Blake, at this time

considered a necessary part of the contrariness of Innocence and
60 61

Experience CG.E. Bentley, Jr. considers the pairing of "A Dream"

and lIThe Little Girl" poems as an accident resulting from Blakes's

prini-ing methods--he cites the pairing of "Laughing Song" with I'The

Little Gir-I" poems in Copy E as a support for this argument; however,

Hi', Dr"cam" is commonly pa ired in the separate issue of Son9s of I nnocen~

\'IHh "The little Giri" poems--8!ake's transfen"ing of one to ~~,~gs of

[xped Bnt:e necess i tated themat i ca I Iy the trans terri ng of the other--

the introduction of lfTo Tlrzah" to the Experience series in Copy E

necessitated a revision in the thematic unit of "The Little Girl li

pcx~ms representing a partial response to the bardic call in the

"Introduction;" hence, "Laughing Song" which is pair'ed with "The L/-t·tle

Girl" poems in no other copy of either !nt19cence or Experie!1ce is paired

with them ir. Copy E}; lIA little Boy l.ost" and "The Chimney Sweeper:!

deal with chi !dren sacrificed to the conventions and enslav~ments

of society; liThe Fly" and "}\, Poison Tree" are both about i-he

perversion of the speakers' minds; and :'London:r and "The Tyger"

._'--6CJ
~on8s of Innocence in Coriss C, 0, and E of the combined issue

has !lThc L1'\-1' I e Boy Losi:l1ar1d !!The L j +1' i e 80Y FO!Jnd!! c i OS8 to the end
(in Copies C and 0, the temine:! poems) of the series.

6/
G.L Bentley, ,Ir., "Btakers Pro-r('.an Text:t in D. !. B. SmIth, ed.

Editlr~~~.!..8h!.~:~.':tl!:C6r_lt~ry-IE",;<t~CT')ron1'o: U. of T. Press, 196e)~ PI". 55··57.



deal with the charter'ing and binding of energy and impulse into

one symbol for terror and misery. AI I three of the copies in this

group for which the arrangements of the poems can be determined have

these poem pairs in various places in their arrangements; al I three,

however, end ".lith "Holy Thursday" paired with the "Three Flowers

Plate ll and "The Clod t. the Pebble" paired with the Tai (piece (see

Figure 6c; this pair occurs in Copies C and D) or this final pair

in replaced by "To Tirzah" in Copy E. Evidently Blake, in these

copies envisions Experience as he envisions Innocence as a multifaceted

state which is essentially static. Only the movement out of Experience

(or out of Innocence--the parallel placement of "The Little Boy Lost"

and 'IThe Little Boy Found" as the movement out of Innocence> assumes

importance in its placement.

Copies C and 0 tie the themes of Experience together in their

terminal poems. In four poems, "Holy Thur'sday" and the three poems of

the "Three Flowers Plate"-_llMy Pretty Rose Tree," "Ah! Sun-flowel-:"

and "The Li i Iy"--the themes of social oppression and se)~ual r'epression

are reiterated. These two copies then tie together Innocence and

ExperiencE"' in "The Clod 6. the Pebble" to para' lei their separation

in the Combined Title-Page (\'Ihleh first appeFlrs in this grouping of

the cop ies) and show the movemen'r away from these Contrari eS' in the

Tailpiece.

Cop ies B, C, and D are un ique arrrong the cop ies of Songs of

Innocence and of E~perien~ in "'I"hat they coni'a ina ta i Ipiece to the

i'~/O poem series (see Figure 3). This Tailpiece is an obvious

pr'ogressiotl on i-he ba!'dic motif of the two Fronti5pieC6s (Figures

'.51
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and 2). In the Frontispiece to Innocence the Bard looks up at a

cherub as he moves out of his sheep's pasture. The Inspiration for

his song Is the measure of the interaction of that which is above

(here in a Ijter~1 sense, through Innocence In a metaphysical sense)

with h:m:;elf and that which Is below hlm--hence the concern of Songs of

l-n~~c~with n~ln themes of protector and protected. The Frontispiece

to Experience depicts the cherub now upon the shoulders of the Bard as

the Bard s1-rides forward out of the pastoral landscape. The cherub as

pcetle Inspiration now looks straight out at the viewer and at the

viewer's world. The duality of cherub and Bard exists (as a type of

two-fold vision) ;-0 see below the surfaces of the situations of
62

Experience--hence the implicit criticism of each speaker in Experi~nce

bah Ind °rhe actua I 'vlOrd5 of the poems. The cherub now has wings yet Is

bound to the Bard; the Bard no longer has his pipe. This dual sacrifice

of freedom of movement and of expression is in contrast to the Invested

vision of the Bard In the "Introduction," Indicating a closer

association of the Bard with both the source of his Poet~1 and the

Individuals of E~perience with their sacrificed vision--hence the

more social concerns of Songs of Experience. Finally, the Tailpiece to

the two books depicts the Bard, now divested of his earthly garments
63

being upbounHOl by six \'/i!:;ed cherubs. Poetic inspiration with the

flvo senses .. free:: in "Tr:,. i I Iyli, raises the Bard above the Contrariness

of Innocence and Experi ef"__ (and, as some see the figure as andro-

---- 62.

See D. G. :;j llham, Blake's Contrary State~...
63

Th j s des \ tJn 8: i'lke inverted some th j rty years Iater to
form the Ti1·!e~Pag'3 io the 11'lustrations of the "Book of Job".



Figure

The Frontispiece to Songs of Innocence
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FI gure 2

The Frontispiece to Songs of Experience
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Fi gure 3

The Tai Ipiece to Songs of Experience (Copies B, C, and D)

L
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gynous6~ above the Contraries of sex). In Copy E the pairing of this

PIate vii th liThe Clod ~ the Pebb Ie" is rep Iaced by liTo Ti rzah . II

"To Ti rzah II is the on Iy poem-p Iate in the Songs in \·,h i ch Blake

has added extra-poetical matter (i .e. words not part of the poem) into

the des ign. The poem itse I f is based on the reject ion of ~~ary by Jesus

at the Marriage at Cana: IIWoman, what have I to do with thee?,,65 The

Contruries of Innocence and Experience are rejected here rather than

reconc! Jed. The garment that the Bard of the Tai Iplece of the earlier

copies cast off be~omes the mortal part of the speaker of liTo Tlrzah,"

all the psychological bonds of Experience. The design depicts the raising

up of the dead through a baptism administered by a father figure with

two female figures attending. On the robe of the father figure is

written a line from Corinthians 15: 44:

I tis Rai sed
a Spiritual Body.

The baptised figure rises "from Generation free ll and free from the

closing of his senses "in senseless clay." From liThe Li Ily" and its

rejection of a false imposition of censure on its desires, "To Tirzan"

rejects at I claims to dependence on the imposition of external authority

as the means of escape f rom the fa Ise conci ousness of the Contrarl ness

of Innocence and Experience.

64
Cf. Erdman, ed., The Illuminated Blake, p. 388.

65
John 2: 4.
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"To Tlrzah" replaces both liThe Clod'~ the Pebble ll and the

Tai Ipiece as cl better and clearer means of escape from Experience.

Whereas in Copies C and D an implicit understanding of the relation of

the two states of tho human sou! led to a transcendence of them, liTo

Tirzah" and Copy E lead to 0 rejection of the state of mind that sees them

as Contraries. Since the final response to the bardic cal I to the lapsed

sou, in i-he If I ntroduct ion" has changed, Blake changes a 150 the pa rt ia I

response in liThe Little Girl" poems and their paired poem: instead of

the more usual IIA Dream," Blake places "Laughing Song" as the accompanying

poem of "The Little Girl!! poems. Instead of another poom illustrating the

same motif ot IIlost and found,1I Blake presents an idyll ie embodiment of

the state of Innocence. The emph~"'15 of the poem block changes to that of

th f - I d .. 66 h d h' I I ddt I I'. e '01 owe VISion 'II ere woo 5, I! 5, mea 0\'0'5, an s' reams <lUgl In

sympathy '(I i th the inhab i tents t j c?'i. Copy E PIaces 1'h i s un i t f iti" ing Iy at

the very beginning of its Experience series (Copies C and 0 place their

variant of this unit in the middle) to show the inadequacy of Its solution

through the poems that fol low it.

in Copies Copies C and D the Bard is fi lIed 'Nith reforming :z.eal--

with the inclusion of "A Little Girl Lost" in the series, he concerns

himself with the future rebrma-tion of attitudes towards love as well; in

copy E \.,ith H"fo Tirzah" this reforming zeal has beco,na revolutionary. The

Bard of Copy E emerges as Ore, the spirit of rebel lion.

-----6?J
Cf. "The L! tt ! e Gi r I Found j''' I I. 45-46.
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Group I J I--Copies F, G, and H

Copies . 67r, G, and H are the only copies of ~ongs of ExperIence

surviving that are colour printed. Since Blake developed and experimented

vJith colour printing before abandoning the technique around 1795, -these

copies can be fairly certainly dated at about this time. These copies are

usually considered incomplete, but a glance at Appendix 5a shows that

Copies F, G (Copy G, however, lacks the Frontispiece and Title-page in its

arrangement68 ), and H contain at I the same poems and al I lack the same

poems. Blake evidently only treated these plates for colour printing69 and

his cholce of ·~hich plates so to treat is significant. The poems included

in ~on'gs _0f Experience.. in Copies F and G at-e arranged in thematic units

which displrly no progr-ession towards an escape from or reconci I iai-ion of

Experience. instead, these t\'IO copies present a compl-ehensive view of

Experience cuiminating in "The Three Flo\'Iers Plate" and l1The Human Abstract l1

wi'rh one other final poem. Copy H presents the motifs of Experience in a

"andom fashion but culminates in "The Human Abstract," a statement of the

human soul locled in the state of Experience. The three copies in this group

--'--6-=r-
Only Copy F has experience bound with Songs of Innocence; its

Innocence series, however, TSnoi" colour pt'inted and therefore probably :lot
executed at the same time.

68
And has only recently been reassembled from diverse sources; see

Keynes and Wolf, Census, p. 58.
69

This ['rocess is described in Ruthven Todd, Wi II iam Blake: The
£r~tr+ A_ ~~~AA
~~, pp • .JI ,-V.
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are shortened versions of Songs of Experience that tend to I I lustrate the

state of Experience but provide no real responses to the problems Experience

creates.

Also significant in these copies are the poems deleted from the

series. "The little Girl" poems,70,IThe Sick Rose," "The Garden of Love,"

"The Little Vagabond," "Infant Sorrm'l," and "To Tlrzah" are excluded from

Copies F, G, and H. It may be that Blake using this new printing technique

which was certainly easier and faster than printing each copy by hand,

intended this series of E~perience for a wider audience than his earlier

illuminated book could have. He may, therefore, have censored some poems

from the series as being too inflammatory for the general public and

Issued the revised Songs of Experience as a solely descriptive companion

volume to Son9s of Innocence. 71 This is, however, conjecture and lacks a

colour printed Songs of Innocence as support.

The technique of colour printing \'Jas finally unsatisfactory +0

Blake, and in the next group of Copies he returns to his process of

i I lumin~ted production of the Song~.

----~

Which do appear in Copy F in Songs of Innocence.
71

"The Littie Vagabond" for the same reason \'las omitted from the
1839 typographical edition of the Songs by its editor as being too
subversive of authority. See Key neS;ecr., Songs of Innocence and of Experience,
p. 45, commeni'ary. The ether poems may have been excluded in Copies F, G, and
H :n this sc~e spirit of prudence, a Contrary spirit to that of most copies.
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Group IV--Copies I, J, K, L, M, and N

Copies I through N contain no distinguishing watermarks, so any

dating of the copies Is the result of guesswork. Their simi larity in

composition creates the tendency to lump them together, and Copy L which

bears in it the date 1799
72

suggests a tentztive dating of around the turn

of the nineteenth century. Overa II (", ith the except ions of Cop ies and K)

these copies display a tendency towards grouping together blocks of poems

and moving these blocks about (especially in Copies J and M). Based on the

arrangements of the caples, the fol lowing discussion is separated into two

parts: Cl discussion of Copies I and K and a discussion of Copies J, M. L,

and N.

Copies I and K seem to be further developments of the ideas of Copy

E, and vdth these two copies Blake returns to his experimentations wPh

order in ~~rienc~ that characterised the earlier copy. Both Copy I and

Copy K end with "To Tlrzah" as does Copy E (Copy K ends with both the

"Three flOloJers Plate" and "To Tlrzah"). 80th copies can be divided roughly

into thirds by -the same poems that divide Copy E into thirds: the revolt

against reason in "The Fly;" the revolt against an imposed natural ord",r

in "The Tyger.: 11 and finally the revolt against Experience itself in lITo

T1rzah." Around these three poems <which are not necessari Iy in this order

in the three copies) are grouped the other poems of Experience which

~'-'-n-'

E. D. Hirsch, Jr. denies that this Is a date. Cf. Innocence and
_Exp~!:! ~~~, p. I50 .
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contain simi lar elements. Blake's opinion of what produces what type of

revo it} hOI'/ever, changes in the three cop i es. "The Litt' e Gi r I Lost &

Found: is associated with "The Tyger" in Copy E, flThe Flyfl in Copy K, and

"To Tirzah fl in Copy I. In both Copy E and Copy I "A Little Boy Lost fl and

"The Chimney Sweeper" are associated with "The Tyger;" "The Sick Rose fl

and "The Angel" are both associated with "The Fly." In both Copy E and

Copy K IlThe Gal~den of Love," flThe Little Vagabond," and flThe Human Abstract"

are grouped with "The Fly;" flA Poison Tree" and the "Three Flowers Plate"

are both grouped with flTo Tirzah." In both Copy I and Copy K "London ll and

"Nurse's Song!! are associated \'lith "The Tyger.'! That there is no consistent

grouping ar'ollnd the pivotal poems yet a great simi larity argues for Blake's

continuing and coherent experimentation with arrangement.

The arrangements of Copy J and Copy ".1
73

substantiate this continuing

experimentation with order. Departing from the concept of escape from

Experience through the rejection of Experience's perspectives, Blake moves

"To Tirzah fl ft-om the end of the series more towards the middle in these

copies to signify that a change in vision is necessary to break out of

Experience but not 5ufficent. Blake experiments with a new ending to the

series in Copy J with a block of poems--"Loncion," flThe Sick Rose," and

"The Little Vagabond." The rejection of the perspectives of Experience

'ilh i ch cu I O1i nates j n flTo T i rzah I! after another block of poems ("NLlrse' s

Song," "The Little Girl Lost & Found,fl "The Human Abstract," and "The

73
Both Copy J and Copy M are simi larly coloured.
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Chimney Sweeper") results in a retreat to the simplistic llSwedenborgian,,74

innocence of llThe Little Vagabond." In Copy M these same blocks occur In

reverse order (with "The Fly" replacing llThe Sick Rose"), but Blake creates

a n€!\.... end I ng us I ng llThe Schoo I Boy," the "Th ree Flo\.;ers P Iate," and llHo Iy

75
Thursday.ll Copies l. and M vary this ending to place greater emphasis upon

a poem that Blake moves here from Songs of Innocence, "The School Boy."

liThe School Boyll is an inversion of Gray's "Ode on a Distant

Prospect of Eton Co II ege." Gray p I aces his Ii tt Ie scho lars ina state of

innocence:

No sense have they of ~!Is to come,
Nor care beyond today.

whi Ie all around then; "the ministers of human fate" await theil- aging. Blake

on the other hand places his scholar in a state of Experience in an

unnaturally ordet-ed society (school) \.... hi Ie all around him the natural lif€!

cal Is out. As with most of Blake's chi Idren,77 the schoolboy sees clearly

74
CL Samuel Taylor Colei-idge, "Letter to Charles AugusTuS TlJlk,

12 February-'818," in Earl Leslie Griggs, ed., Collected Letters of Samuel
Taylor Coleridge, Vol. IV (London: Oxford University Press, 1959}, p. Ii i6.
This would seem to authenticate the present ordering of Copy J.

75
There is a great deal of simi larity between Copies L, M, and N.

See chov0, pp. 19-20.
76

Thomas Gray, 'lOde on a Distant Prospect of Eton Col lege," in
Roger Lonsdal e, ed., The Poems of Thomas Gray, 1'1 i I I i am Co I I ins, 0 liver
Goldsmith (London: l.ongmans, Green, and Co., Ltd., 1969), p. 59. 
----77

Such as "The Little Vagabond" or the I ittle boy in "A Little Boy
lost. 1I
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what his elders do not allow "themselves to see, a faculty that Gray's

scholars in no way share:

Yet ah! why should they know their fate?
Since sorrow never comes too late,
And happiness too swiftly flies.
Thought would destroy their paradise.
No more; where ignoran78 is b Ii ss,
'Tis folly to be wise.

The schoolboy is fully aware (like the Old Shepherd in the manuscript

poems to Poetical Sketches) of the "blasts of winter'" which follow the

lljoy in the springing day," and it is this kno\'lIedge that makes him

different from both Gray's schoiars and the individuals in Innocence.

Like the Iittle vagabond, the schoolboy sees the inadequacies of a ~Iorld

which subverts innocent pleasure to the dictates of a rationally ordered

so-::iety. Yet unlike the li-j-tle vagabond, the schoolboy sees an integral

relationship between Innocence and Experience; this is shown in his use

of the seasons of the year to correspond to the ages of man. Not only is

the inevitabi lity of the "fury Passions" and "the vulture of the mind li of

Gr'ay 's poem inc Iuded in th is image, but a Iso there is in the evoked

image of the yearly cycle an echo of Ecclesiastes 3: I:

To every thing there is a season,
and a time to every purpose
under the heaven.

Unlike at I othar figures in Songs of Experje~ (with the exception

---'l1r'
Roger Lonsdale, ed., The_Poe~~~f Thmn~~ray, p. 63.
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of the Bard), the schoolboy's vision is comprehensive--it sees with

equanimity the joys of spring and the blasts of winter in a ...torld !'>thich

should neither blow away the blossoms or nip the buds of spring before

the i r t i rr.e •.

It is because of this comprehensive vision that Blake came to place

"The School Boy" among the Songs of Experience. Each of Blake's different

orderings are experiments in the meaning of two different facets of life

that he sees as illustrative of the contradictions inherent in the human

soul. The later orderings of Songs of Experience develop tendencies

towards an Jnnocence fully cognizant of the dangers and the lessons of

Experience (in one way the entire state of Experience is the schoolboy's

school), The movement of "The School Boy" with its comprehensive vision

of both Innocence and Experience in one image (that of the year) from

~~~~·to Experience exemplifies this tendency towards comprehensive

vision in the Songs.

Copies Land N by placing "The School Boy" as the i'erminal poem

of Experience introduce a new element into the book: instead of the

vague "otherness" of the escape from Experience in "To Tirzah" or the

Tai Ipiece, an idea of the next stage from Experience as comprehension

and integration emerges.
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Group V--Copies 0, P, Q, R, and S

The fifth grouping (llso falls into tv/o distinct parts: those copies

that C.ppcar to hark back to the progression inherent in Copy E, and those

copies that ar'e transitional copies benleen this first division and the

Copy T series. Under the first heading appear Copies 0, Q, and 5; under

the second, Copies P and R.

Copy 0 is composed of fifty-six plates--the Combined Title-page

and "The Voic(~ of the Ancient Bard" occur tvlice, once in each part of the

.Songs. This copy is fairly definately the result of two different

product ions: Keynes and Wo! f suggest that Songs of Experi ence ~'1as bought

by Mrs. Anna Flaxman around 1800 (this date because of the absence of Plate

53 with Plate 54) to complement her earlier copy of Songs of Innocence

(separc.te Copy C). Later around 1817 she bought an uncoloured Songs of

79
Innocence to complete the Experience volume. Copy 0 like Copy E and

Copies I and K ends in "To Tirzah;" like Copy E and unlike Copies I and K

"Holy Thursdaytt is grouped with this terminal poem. Unlike any of these

copies instead of the "Three Flowers Plate" included in this grouping,

Blake moves her"e another poem trom Songs of Innocence, liThe Voice of the

Ancient Bard." This poem, coupled with a movement simi Jar to that of Cop,!

E results in an added dimension I) Songs of Experience.

Copy 0, although a book with each plate printer: ~n a separate

sheet of paper retains several of the poem pairs of the double-printed

---'--r9-
Keynes and Wolf, ~~nsu~, p. 61.
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sheet copies, Copies C, D, and E. liThe Garden of Lovell and I!The Sick Rose,lI

"The Human Abstr-act" and "The Little Vagabond,l! and the close proximity of

"The Fly" to !fA Pol son Tree" in Copy 0 suggest a c, ose aft i n itv with the

Group I I copies, Each of these pairings as in the Group I! copies80 develops

a common theme. AIso like the Group II cop ies Copy 0 moves ina seri es of

tableaux of themes that define the state of Exper'ience to, in "Holy Thursday,"

a statement of indignation at the wor-ld of Experience and the postulating

of a better:

For where-e'er the sun does shine,
And where-e I er' the ra in does fa I I ;
Babe can never hunger there,
Nor pover~y the mind appal i.

( I !. 13-l6)

From this postulating ot a better world the Bard looks backward through

Experienc~ in "The Voice of the Ancient Bard. n

"The Voice of the Ancient Bard" in Copy 0 precede!> the terminal

"To Tirzah" and eV<:lluates the course of Experience (before in Songs of

Innocence this vision of the Bard had been directed for~ard into Experience;

in Innocence the "open i ng morn" of !II mage of truth new born I; vias equ iva lent

to the maze of Folly [Experience] when seen with the vision of the Bard of

-rhe succeeding "Introduction" to Son~,:;_of Expec.ience) by looking backward

over the maze of Experience. Yet the poem's placement at the end of the

series implies a new morning to comE:. And like "The School Boy" (also

80
See above t pp. 29-37.
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transferred from Songs of Innocence) an encompassing triple vision of

"Present, Past, ~ Future ll emerges. This unitive vision \'Ihich replaces

the single pipe of the Frontispiece to Songs of Innocence with the

81prophetic mony voiced harp and al I the personalities of Experience

changes the rejection of liTo Tirzah ll from the entirety of Experience to

1I00ubt ll and "clouds of reason,/Dark disputes ~ artful teazing. 1I This

rejed'ion of -the errors of Experience allows the personal ity to move

beyond the limited perspective of Songs of Innocence to a mature

perspectl ve that comb i nes both the joy of 'nnocence and the Iessons o-~

Experience.

Cop ies Q and S reta in with Copy 0 the pa i ri ng of "The Garden of

Love" and "The Sick Rose" from the Gmup I I series and share with Copy M

"The 1"Ygel-" and liThe eh imney Sweeper ll pa i ri ng. AIthough Cop ies Q :lnd S

lack the innovative additlon of either liThe School 80y" or "The Voice of

i"he Ancieni' Bard," their endings are suggestive of the Group I I copies.

Copy Q ends as does Copies C, 0, and E "lith the pail-ing of "Holy Thursday"

wii"h i-he "Three Flo\'lers Plate ll ("To Tirzah ll occuring earlier in the series),

Copy S termi nates like Copy E ! n nTo Ti rzah;" hovlever, the poems that

precede the final poem, "The Fly" and IIA Little Gil'l Lost," suggest a

movement away from these poems's externai oppression rather than a

movement away from Ex~erience through a I iberation of the senses that

liThe Lilly" in Copy E prepares.

81
King David's instrument; (' - __ .. - I

,;)drllUel 16:
...,..,
L:J.
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Copy P and Copy R 'form the f ina I port ion of th is fifth group i ng

of the copies of the Songs. Copy R's ordering is identical to tha'~ of
82

the Copy T series except that the "lest" theme of Experience (in "A

LIttle Girl Lost" and "A Little Boy Lost") is recapitullited after "To

Tirzah ll creating an ending \'dthout much hope of escape. Keynes and Wolf

believe that Catherine Blake may have been responsible for this copy.83

Copy P (like Copies 1 and J) has a unique set of terminatIng poems--

!1The Chimney Sweeper," "The Angel," and "The Garden of Love," another

clep ress i ng end i ng . "To Ti rzah" 'dh ich occu '·S at the beg i nn ing of the f i na I

third of Copy P seems to be overcome by the s~eer weight of Experience

in the succeeding poems and to col lapse into imprecations agaInst the

social order in the final poems.

Of these cop i os in the fifth group j ng a II except Copy S p I ace

"The Littlf! Girl l.ost" and "The Little Girl Found" close to the beginning

of the series. This su~gests that Blake in this grouping began to see

these poems as the metaphor for Experience that they truly become in the

Copy T series. 84

--82
See be IOvI, Chapter I V•

83
Keyf1es and \'10 If, Ce~, p. 62.

84
See below, Chapter IV, pp. 57-59,
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Group VI--Copies T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z, and AA

This final grouping of the copies of Songs of Innocence and of

Experienc~ is comprised of only two distinct orderings. Copies T, U, W,

X, Y, Z, and AA al I fol low the same arrangement. For this reason that

arrangement undergoes a closer examination in the following chapter. A

discussion of the arrangement of Copy V fol lows.

The arrangement of Copy V is unique in two respects: the first

Is that no other copy fol lows its arrangement exactly, and the second

is that a manuscript index exists delineating its arrangement. Keynes

and ~'ol f comment:

••• Blake seems to have taken the trouble
to write out a MS. index r but only to reject
it after having used it in this single copy
[Copy V], the paper of which is dated 1818.
Dr. Sampson used the arrangement found in
this index as standard, but it does not
constitute so weighty an authority as that
found in seven of the latest copies executed 85
by Blake, all of I'!hich bear his O\"n fol iation.

This arrangement is a cumulative arrangement: that is, it is an

arrangement that incorporates elements of al I the preceding copies in an

effort to bring together each of the ideas about Experience that the copiE's

express. Structurally, Copy V proceeds from an introductory section

(Fiontlspiec~ to "Earth's Answer") in ten pairings of poems to the

-------85--
Keynes and Wolf, C0~~, pp. 52-53.
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culminatjn~ poem of Experience, "The Human Abstract." These pairs either

correspond to or complement each other. "Nurse's Song" deals with the

Ee"sona'~ colouring of the external world with her own prejudices; the

speaker of l~The Fly" colours his internal world with an external metaphor.

Both of the speakers utilise a perver"se type of two-·fold vision, but

their focus is misplaced, egocentric. "The Tyger" and "The Little Girl

Lost & Found" contrast the "terrible" beast with the terrible-seeming

but beneficent beast. "The Clod c.. the Pebble" contrasts the contrary per

spectives of love; "The Little Vagabond,t: the contraries of preachment and

pr3ctlce. flHoly Thursday" and tlA Poison Tree" cont:-ast the cleansing ex

pressed wrath of the Bard with the perverting repressed wrath of the

srni ling P!~1·50!la of "A Poison Tree. lf liThe Angel" illustrates the coy re

pression of sexual desire; HThe Sick Rose," its psychological resuit. "To

T i rzah I! den I as the lim i -ts on the senses and the i r des I res, and "The Vo ice

of the Ancien·t Bard" i i lustrates the resultant change in vision of such a

repudiation. The "Three F!o\'~ars Plate" looks at three \\fays of responding

to desil~e--dastjty, virginity, anrl "delight;1r "The Garden of Love" con

trasts to these individual responses to desire with its external repres

s!on. lit, Little Boy Lost" deals with the repression of the free thought of

the individual; "Infant Sorrow," with the mutual oppression of slave and

enslaver. "The School Boy" and "London lJ contrast two spiritual responS65

to bond.'5ge. "A Little Girl Lost" and "The Chimney SI-/eeper" shO\~ t~·o lndi..,··

lduals prevented from follo\':ing their natural d~sires by their parrclr.h and

-the sod c., I order. Finally, "The Humen Abstract" summarises the stal~e of

Exper-i enGEl,
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Although the pairing of poems is a common structural device in

the earlier copies of the Songs, few of Copy V's pairs occur in other

arrangements. The exceptions are the pairing of "To Tirzah ll ...lith "The

Voice of the Ancient Bard" which occurs in Copy 0 and the pairing of the

"Three Flowers Plate" with liThe Garden of Love" which occurs in the Copy

T series. The greatest simi larities be'rween Copy V and other copies are

instead in the relative placement of the poems in the arrangement. The

placement of "Nurse's Song" as the beginning of the Experience poems

is characteristic of Copies F, G, and H, Copy K, Copy 0, and Copy S.

The placement of "The School Boyll near the end of the series is suggestive

of Copies L, M, and N. Final ty, the terminal "The Human Abstract" is again

characteristic of the Copy F, G, and H group. Copy V is closest in movernent

to this group ''''hich seems more to present a comprehensive vie"'l of Experience

than to deal with any progression from it. 86 The placement of "To Tirzah"

and liThe Voice of the, Ancient Bard" in the middle of the series (like

Copy P) closes off the circle--the vision of the Bard sees both backwards

and forvtards into the maze of Experience. In the Copy T series this circle

is opened up, end escape from the maze of Experience again becomes possible.

--"-'--86'-
See below, p. 38.



CHAPTER IV

THE FINAL ARRANGEMENT

Copy T87 and the copies that fol low its ordering represent the

culmination of Blake's concerns with both the vi~'ionary precess and the

states of existence, As the culmination of his concerns, it paral leis

many of the ideas and the movement of Blake's last complete work, The

I I lustrations of the Book of Job. Briefly, the! I lustrations describes

the progress of Blake's archetypal man Job from a prosperity and an

innocence derived from external law and a self-ignorance to destruction

and the dark night of the soui, and from there to an eventual reintegra-

tion and resuming of Innocence based upon internal understanding. In

this way the _1_1_I~st~at!ons represents

the "three ways'! of mystical experience:
the way of purgation or purificAtion, the
way 0: i I~gminatlon, and the way of unity
or' un I on.

Beginning In Plate I with a description of Job's Innocence, the I Ilustrations

moves (Plates 2 thr-ough 12) to purgation, thence (Plates 13 through 20) to

87
The series includes Copies T, U, W, X, Y, Z, and AA. Copy

T is ln~ompletely watercoloured; it is completed with the addition of
most of a colourplated copy simi lar to Copies F, G, and H.

88
St. John of the Cross, The Dark Night of the Soul, trans.,

abri dged, and ed. by Kurt F. Rei nhardt Wevi Y-or'k :-F-reder'; Ck Ungar
Publishing Co., 1957), rl. vi.

52
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illumination, and thence (Plate 21) to union.

The way of purification consists essentIally
in the liberation of the B~ul from sensory
apprehensions and images.

In the I I lustrations job's purgation consists in the destruction

of his Innocence and with it any feeiing of participation in the Vlorld--

he loses his sense of belonging. In the eleven plates that make up this

portion of the I I lustrations Job is deprived of his peace (Plate 2), his

fam! Iy (Plate 3), his property (Plate 4), his health (Plate 6), and his

self-confidence (Plates 7 through 10). This resulting lack of identity

leads to what St. John of the Cross terms "the dark night of the soul"

in which al I identification of the self with the external world Is

denied and in which the self itself is denied. Blake identifies the

culmi~ation of this state as a Last Judgment:

Whenever any Individual Rejects Error &
Embraces Truth, a Last Judgment passes uron
that Individual. 90

With this rejection is opened the way of I Ilumination.

The way of i! lumination is to make the thus liberated
soul capableor-practicing the cardinal virtues
of prudence. justice, temperanc~, and fOI~itude

89
St. John of the Cross, }"he ,~~rk Night of -the Soul, p. vi.

90
Itli Iliar.1 Blake, "A Vision of the Last JUdgment,1! in Ke:/nes, ed.,

CanDlote Poetry and Prose; p. 647.-'------
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and •• '9the theological virtues of faith, hope,
and love.

The seven virtues of medieval theology are transformed by Blake

into his th ree arts, the the power of his i I I urn inat ion is turned from

practice to communication. The three daughters of Job, identified by

the emblematic marginal designs as painting (Plate 18), poetry of the

spirit (Plate 19--in which the rose and lilly of ~xperience are jo'ined

with the palm of victory), and music (Plate 20) become the instruments of

the commu~ication of his vision. 92 Plate 20 of the I I lustrations depicts

this as Job describes to his daughters his purgation and illumination

as represented by the thiee tableaux upon the wal Is. Painting, poetry

and music are the Tools both Job and Blake use to communicate their

vision.

The third and final 1tway " of mystical experience is that of

the unitive experience:

in this sublime experience at I the faculties
are be i n9 sp i r itua I I Y trans formed and actua I IY
divinized, so that a man learns to live and
walk in the presence of God. This life of the
perfect transformation and union in God, then,
constitutes th93third or 1t un itive I'/ay" of the
mystical life.

-'-w-
St. John of the Cross; The Dark Night ?f the Soul, p. vi.

92
Fa; Orake these three arts are "the three POl-/ers in ~1an

of convers i ng 1·1i th Parad ise, wh ich the flood did not Sweep away."
"A Vi s j on of the Last Judgment, 11 in Keynes, ed., The Camp Iete Poetry
and Prose, p. 643. -,~~
·-----93

St. John of the Cross, p. xii.
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The wav of unity in the I I lustrations is depicted in the final plate,. , ~----~

IIS0 the Lord blessed the latter end of Job more than the beginning. tl

The union that Blake there depicts is not only that of man with God

(which is more obviously shown in Plates 17 and 18) or with his tel low

man (Plate (9) but also and most importantly, with himself. Plate 21

returns to the original pastoral setting of Plate I. Job is reunited

with his prosperiiy, his fami Iy, and with himself. Yet his trials have

given him a new and more complete perspective (symbolised by the musical

instruments and scrolls of poetry, and by implication through the

_'_I~ustrations itself, painting) on his existence. His mystical experience

of God Is united with his existence to transform that existence into a

perfect I j fE~.

The same stol~y in slightly different terms is told in the Copy

T series of the copies of Songs of Innocence and of Experience.. Because

the Song~_ is divided into TwO books, there is a greater emphasis on

purgation and the process of i Ilurnination (vision) than in the I llustratioiis

of the Book of .Job. The union of the n"o states, Innocence and Experience,

is implied in the final plate of the series, tlThe Voice of the Ancient Bard. 1I

~2~gs o.:!-!..!:nocence operates in much the same way as the first t\'iO

plates of the)! lustrations. A pastoral landscape is described with sheep

and shepherd, chi Idrsn and parents, and with this description emerges a

perspective on the world, a vision, which separates a mundane world from

an eternal world yet postulates a relationship possible between them. Yet

this perspective hos two dangers inherent in it: that the relationship

bet\'~een the human and the divine might becorne frozen into ia\v and ai i
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spontaniety disappear; or that the relationship might, therefore, become

so incomprehensible that i-he self cease to bel ieve that such a relationship

could exist. The second plate of the l I lustratlons depicts the first danger

with the book of Law that both Job and Jehova ciu+sh; Songs ~f Innocence

contai~s implIcations of the second danger as the pastoral day becomes

night. "Night,l! "A Dream," and "On Another's Sorrow," all contain lntima-

tions of a physical world beyond the boundary of Innocence's vision. And

beyond th~t boundary iies Experience.

Song~ of Experience opens with the Fal I already accomplished: the

Bard calls out to "the lapsed Soul" of Experience. "Earth's Answer ll

contains several of the themes that wi I I be explored later in Experience--

-imprisonment, despair, internal perversity <Called here "Jealousy,"

selfishness, and "fear"). Also here are asked in d.3speration what in "The

School Boy" wi i I be asked in almost visionar! indignation: the questions

which frame Experience. In essence these questions center on the existence

of ev i I and opp ress ion in the \'Ior Id just as the Book of Job and Blake I s

I I !ustrations of the 800k of Job do.

From this introductory section of the Copy T series there is a

movement to\l,'ards an outline of Experience. "The Clod ~ the Pebble" presents

the contrariness of Experience to Innocence; "Holy Thursday" d:splays the

abdication of the role of proteciur that belongs to those that take charge

of the helpless (note Plate 5 of the I I !ustrations where Job gives a beggar

charity out of a sense of superiority and tha marginal dra\'tings of Plate 7>'

In this way this section of Experience corresponds to Plates 3 through 7 of

the ~;;tratl~which show one by one the disasters that fallon Job.
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The next tvlO pcems in the Copy T seri es, lIThe Li tt leG i r I Lost"

and "The Little Girl Found," are a metaphor for the \'1hole course of Songs

o~ Experience. "The Little Gi rl Lost" opens with Lyca, the metaphoric

self (,,: ike a,,)94 separated from her protectors (parents) and wandering

through a "desart wi id" in which she does not belong. In the first two

stanzas of the poem the Bar-d comments both on her situation and on the

entire situation of Experience:

I n futurity
I prophetic see,
That the earth from sleep,
(Grave the sentence deep)

Shal I arise and seek
For her maker meet:
And the desart wi Id
8ecome a garden mi Id.

This Bardic commentary refers not only to Lyca's situation but also back

to the lI!ntroduction ll to ~erience_. In the "Introduction ll the Bard calls

the Er.lrth to return to the commandments of "the Holy \'Iord;" in IITbe Li-ri"le

Gi rId Lost & Found H he charts that return in the person of Lyca. Lyca

wanders, al iowing her mind to exaggerate her plight, al lowing her mind

to f~1 I into an illusory sense of her situation's reality, and al lowing

herself to be concerned with an overdependence on her parents. It is only

when her mind sleeps that reality becomes apparent in the forms of gambol-

ing beasts ~hc, honouring her, take her to their caves.

94 .
The "tho" of the poem implies a universality missing from

"A Li tt leG i r I Los t . "
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These beasts are parts of Lyca that she has repressed with i n her

self. In this way she has c~lmltted the error of Experience--the making

of complements into contraries. Only as she sleeps (like the persona of

"The Ange I") do they appear to her in the beast-I ike d i sgu i se in \"h i eh

she hus clothed them. Yet their reunion with the personality of Lyca has

begun as she journeys into the caves of her subconscious in the train of

its archetypes.

There remains the problem of Lyea's separation from her parents.

This situation is the contrary to that of such poems in Innocence as "The

Eechoing Green" or "Nurse's Song" in \'Ihich the generations exist in har~

mony. The parents are caught in the vales of i! Ius ion of the seeming desart

and must be oven"he Imad as if unto death by what they see as a terri b Ie

beast but 'tihat in fact is Lyca's transformed "Spir'it arm'd in gold" (note

here a simi farity benleen the Spirit and the medieval motif of Christ as

the terriblG Deliverer). Reconciled through their change in vision, Lyca's

parents respond to the Spi rit's command, '!Follow me" (the words of Chl'ist

to Peter and Andrew [Mai~hew 4: 19J) and join Lyca in the palace of the

Spirit. Here the union of personality (Lyca) with Spirit and with the

world view (t~e influence of the parents and the past on the personality)

results in the Peaeable Kingdom of Paradise.

From the overvie,,! of Experience and the outline of its personality's

redemption, the Copy T series moves to particular enumerations of false

vision <Jnd oppl-ession. In this way these po€ms (number-s 37 through 51)

con-espond to the false ar-guments given by th~ "comforters" to Job and to

i-he utter confu5~on Job ree}s i:i the doiK night ()f (liS soul when he reaciies
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the furthest depth of his despair (Plates 8 through 13 of the ~rations).

The first of these poems wh i ch Iead to comp! ete and lri-ter despa i r 9-5

I s liThe Ch i mney SV1eeper." The speaker of th i s poem is a ch i I d not Oli Iy

abandoned but also exploited by parent, "God &his Priest & l<ing. lI Once

again the abdication of the r-ol€ of prot"ector of the heipless by these

personages is emphasized. There is also in the Sweep's tone a sort of

self-righteousness that hints at a perversion of his own perspective to

complement that of his oppressors.

This internal perversion is continued in the next four poems.

"Nurse's Songl! deals with the false consciousness of the Nurse as she

colours her world with her own prejudices. Hers is a \>/orld of suspicioi1

and distrust in wh 1ch her "p rotect i on II takes the fonn of rep ress ion

rather ~-han e)<pression (the opposite is true in the "Nurse's Song" of

.!.!1~c.:?-nce). liThe Sick Rose's" 51 ckness is on one Ieve I sexua I des ire, yet

the rather melodramatic posture of the figure which rises out of

the rose's heart bel ies this interpretation.96 The superficial I'crimina! i"l'yfl

of sexuality falls apart upon deeper investigation into the social connota-

tions (gu1 It, etc.) attached to sexuality. Yet such a deeper investigation

95
Which is counted a sin against the Holy Spirit in orthodox

Ch r 1st jar: i"ty •
96

In Posthumous Copy e which I studied at the Pierpont Morgan Library
in NeVI york City, the figure in the rose is a man and the head of the worm
forms his 8r-ect phallus. Copy e was not coloured by Biake. it was, hO\'lever,
coloured by a close associaTe of Blake's, either Catherinq Blak.e or John
Linn('ll, and the etched plate as demonstr-ated by the Gi lchrist electrotypes
adrni ts of the amb i gu i ty of the figure I s sex and o"f the exact nalur"e of the wonn.
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is not signalled to the reader (except for the hints in "The Little Girl

Lost &Found" poems) unti I the end of the series; as a result, the reader

exper'iences the same false consciousness of the personalities in Experience.

In this way Songs_9i_Experience becomes a reeder participating event incor-

porating his senses in the wedding of picture and poem, his emotions, his

intellect, and his Imaginai"ion: the reader participates in the selfsame

quest for visionary consciousness as does the individual in Experience.

It is perverted vi s ion \'Ih i ch forms the concern of the next poem,

"The Fly." In some ways the identification of speaker and fly is similar

to Gray's identification of "poor moralist lt and fly,97 and superficial Iy,

the logic and proportion of what the speaker says seems valid. Yet the

<syllogisms of ItThe Flylt leave the reader with a feeling of disquietude.

This disquietuu8 is amplified by the poem's design which seems not to have

anything to do with ~he poem and which superficially at least, seems to

resemble a pestoral scene of happiness. A closer look at the design as John

~ Grant suggests98 results in this same feeling that something is wrong,

but it takes a transfonnation of perspective, of vision, to understand exactly

what it is.

In "The f\ngel" the problem ("What can it mean?lt) is unanswerable

for the speaker, but the reader is fully aware of the dream's meaning. What

---<--rn-
Thl)mas Gray, ItOde on the Spring," '.43, in Roger Lonsdale, ed.)

The Poems of Thomas Gray, WI I liam Collins, Oliver Goldsmith (London:
l~ngmdns , -GreEln, ond- Co~Lt(r:-,1969) ,P-:-'S3. -----,

98
John E. Grant, tJ!ntet~prcting B!a!·~efs 'Tnt:; Fly, '" in Northrop

Frye, ea., Blake: A Col laction of Critical Essays (Englewood Cliffs,
N. J.: PreritTce-Ha I1;'- I96En t" p~. -,o-5T:---
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15 a meaningful question for the poem's per~~ is for the reader a rhetor-

leal ene. The reader's consciousness of a meaning beyond that experienced

(or in this case--not experlenced)by the personae of Experience is signal-

led by this poem and utterly confused in the next.

"The Tyger" is one of Blake's most ambiguous lyrics. Its placement

here among poems that deal with the ambiguity of vision in Experience

forces the reader who is caught up in its cadences to identify himself

with this confusion. This poem becomes the first climax of the series as

the reader who previously has maintained a slightly superior stance in

relation to the speakers of Experience begins to realise that he too is

one 0'; them. VIhereas in Innocence, a' I of the i nhab itants are camp Iete

fig"res ("The Lamb" 1
t or example) and are regarded as total entities, the

Tyger is something that is put together piece by piece. This is the vision

of the individual in Experience~1-<the constituent parts obscure the 'f/hoie.

It is at this point that the reader real ises that Experience reflects his

own experi ences and becomes one 'f' i tl1 the i nd ividua lsi n, Exper ience just

as Job's God and his beggar wear one face.

The first response to su~h confusion as that experienced by the

reader and tha personalities of Experience is a series of ""'Ihy's?" The

Three Flowers Plate (number 43) serves as an intr·oduction to the next

section of the Copy T series which attempts to answer these "v/hy's?fI by

presenting the same situation from three different perspectives.

In the three poems that make up this plate, "~1y Pretty Rose Tree," "Ah!

Sun F!m/er," and "The Li Ily," Blake reverses many of the traditional mean-

the flowers." The rose traditiona!!y
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100. 99
is either an emblem of carpe diem and the transience of I ife or of love;

101
the sunflower is an emblem of the soul's knowledge of and desire towards God;

and the I ily is traditionally a symbol of purity and virginity. 102 In Blake's

poems the rose is characterised by jealousy, the sunflower by unrequited desire,

and the lily by "in love" del ighting. 103 Although reversals of traditional

emblematic meanings, the perspectives incorporated in the poems are sti I I

those of a metaphoric frame such as that of Songs of Innocence. That this

"t\'lo-fold vision" is in Experience false conciousness is shown by Blake's

reversal of traditional Etwo-fold:l meanings (i .e. metaphoric or emblematic

meanings). Yet Blake does not intend these poems to mean only this: by

placing this plate after a climactic identification of the reader with the

individual in Experience and before a group of poems defining (in their own

99
Cf. Herrick's "To the Virgins, to Make Much of Time" where the

rose (bud> becomes a representative of the classical motif of flowers--as
symbols of the transience of life. Cf. J. E. Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols,
translated by Jack Sage (New York: The Phi 'osophical Library, 1962), pp. 104-5.

100
J. E. Cirlot, A D~tionary of Symbols, p. 57.

101
Cf. Francis Quarles, "The Fifth Book: Emblem IV," Emblems, Divine

and Mora-'-( London: 'II. Teg9 and Company, 1859), pp. 198-200-:-The des ign of
the emblem is of a young girl clutching a compass whose needle is pointing
towards the radiant head of a win~ed cherub just as the head of the pictured
sunflower is pointing towards the sun.

102
J. E. Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols, p. 180.

103
A rather more complete investigation of the "Three Flowers Plate"

and traditional emblematic meaning can be found in M. L. Johnson [Grant],
"Emblem and Symbol in Blake," The Huntingdon Library Quarter/y, Vol. XXXVII,
NllmhAr? F="",hrll",r-.I IQ7L1. f"If"I l"iI_J7() -
•• _ ... _;",.r. -, ................ _., ..... " r'p •• _, ,,-.
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terms) the problems of Experience, Blake hints both at the nature of

Experience's personalities and at the nature of their arguments.

NO\'lhere on th is PIate is th Is foreshadow i ng of the nature ot the

individual in Experience more obvious than in "The Li Ily." The Li Ily

itself is characterised by Blake in negative terms: she has neither

"a thorn nor a threat" to "stain her beauty bright." Although the Li Ily

like the Rose Tree and the Sun Flower is rooted in the 50i I of Experience,

only she has the means of breaking out of the cycle of desire and thwarted

desire that the previous nlo poems present. Superficially and emblematic-

ally, the Li I Iy does this by satisfying each desire she has and by not

al!owing their repression to "stain" her delight. 104 The lilly is a tradi-

tional symbol of purity because of its whiteness. If the reader stops at

this, he is left with the paradox of chastity and purity induiging in

unrestrcined love. Yet opening up the symbol ie value of the Li lly further

by inbuing it with the immediate emotional cha;-ge l05 of (say) the

Christian ,-el igious mythos, the Li Ily as thp. flol'ler of Easter becomes

associated w17h sacrifice through love and therefore looks backwards to

"Night" (in Songs of Innocence) and forward to "To Tirzah" and "The Voice

of the Ancient Bard." This "thr'ee-fold" way of interpreting "The LIlly"

is in Itself one of the means of escape from the "endless maze" of Experience.

-l'O4-
Cf. Oothoon's speeches in !!sio~of th9. D~.ughters of

Albion, Pi3te 6 J I I. 18-23 .
.1;05

This immediate emotional charge is characteristlc of
three-fold vision. Cf. Damon, A Blake DictionaryJ p. 437.-- ~-



Fmm liThe Li Ily" and its in.... imations of salvation Blake moves to

a group of poems which define in their own ways the problems of Experience.

liThe Garden of Lovell blames societal and religious taboos on love for per-

verting the fruition of love and closing up its expression. liThe Little

Vagabond ll is the first of a series of attempts at a return to the viewpoint

of Innocence ("The Chimney Sweeper ll is not of this series since that Chi Id's

viewpoint is restricted, resentful, and totally of Experience). Such an

attempt on one hand displays the hypocrisies and contraditions of Experi-

ence--a religious institution that preaches love and brotherhood is itself

"co I dll and without compass ion--and on another d isp I ays a tendency to\'/ards

retreating back into a restricted viewpoint (like that of lINight" or liThe

Ch i mney Sweeper-" of ~ongs ~ Innocence) wh ich is pass i ve in the face of

mz:1 ignancy. Such a viewpoint cannot pose the questions of liThe Tyger ll nor

answer them nor deal with any other problem of Exper'ience. A solution such

as that offered by the little Vagabond represents a retreat from perceIved

real ity--one of the lessons necessary to expet-ience. As. a retreat this

perspective runs counter to any progression of the personality of Experi-

once. Yet it does ;-eintroduce a "contrary vision,lI and as such liThe Little

Vagabond ll ; ntroduces a tens ion into Experi ence wh ich foreshadows an eventu··

al progr-cssion. I06

In recognition that a retreat into Innocence cannot work once the

problems and questions of such poems as lIThe Fly" and "The Tyger" are

-----r06-
("·...JT .. "\\'ithout Contraries there is no Progression."
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posed, the persona I Ity of Exp(~rlence turns to ihe exact oppos I te of the

little vagabond's utopia--to the horrific and terrible qualities of ITLondon11

made more horrible and terrible by the speaker's point of view. Instead of

the spontaneity of the ale~house church, the personality of Experience sees

ITcharter'd streets,lT ITmind-forgfd rrlanacles," bans, and restrictions (the

amy, the government, and marriage) surrounding him. The dream of the

little vagabond Is transformed into the "reality" of his older counterpart

in II London. " 107

From external restrictions the personality of Experience turns to

a closer examination of "the mind-forg'd manacles" of !'London." As the

penultimate stage of the personality's purification, 108 the mind of

Experience turns inward. AI I of the Internal perversions displayed in

'INurse's Song" II "The Fly, IT "The Sick Rose," and to an extent I n liThe

Ch I mney Sweeper" are seen as the essence of human j ty ("The Human Abstrac+ II
).

In "Tha Human Abstract," Itself, Blake refers back to "The Sick Rose" and

"The Fly" by alluding to "the Catterpl Iler and Fly" who feed on the Tree of

Mystery. These insects devour from \'lithln just as th~ Internal perversion:::;

that they represent devour the spirit.

Il!nfant Sorrow" and "A Poison Tree" complete the dark night of

107
The speaker of "London" Is also a vagabond t a wanderer; ~. I. I.

108
There are three: the enumeration r)f faults (In this case the

probiems of Experience); a close investigation of these faults; and flna! Iy
a casting out of them from the personality. In this way purification
resemb1~s confession and contrition.
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Experience that "London" and "The Human Abstract" introduced. Together

lllnfant Sorrow" and "A Poison Treel! echo Job1s cry, "l.et the day perish

109wherein I was born." It would be better' both for the self <"Infant

Sorrow H) arid for others ("A Po ison Tree") had the se If never been born

into Experience. Together "Infant Sorrow" and HA Poison TreeH repeat the

two parts of the di lemna of Experi ence--externa I repression and internal

per-vers ion.

Blake recapitulates next external repression, the "lost" theme, in

"A Little Boy Lost" and ITA Little Girl Lost." In Songs of Innocence "lost"

means a physical separation; here in Experience it means a mental separation

from those around which leads to an imposed physical separation. In Innocence

those who are lost are straightforth found again and returned to their point

of departure or some o"i-her pleasant place. These last tlvO "lost" poems ot

Expel-ience. have no accompanying flfound" poems--both of the central figures

of the poems, the !ittle boy and Ona, are trapped by the rigid systems of

Experience.

It is at this point that the Bard breaks his si lance (he has been

si lent since the first two stanzas of "The l.ittle Girl Lost") to comment on

Experience:

Chi ldren of the future Age
Reading this indignant page,
Know that in a former time
Love! sweet Love! was thought a crime.

109
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\vith "A Little Girl Lost" the separation of the bardic vision from the

perspective of the personality in Experience begins to come to an end.

Experience in the person of Gna is faced with the two Contraries of her

desire and the strictures of her parents. Her desires form part of the vision

of the Bard--he sees a time in the future when love is not a crime. Ona,

hO\'Jever, must deny hei" love before her father's "loving look/Like the holy

book." Ona submits not to her natural desires but to the external restrictions

f . t d I . k f th f . II 0o an ancIen an corpse I e a er tgure.

From these summaries of the state of Experience the personality is led

in "To Tirzah" to the repudiation of all unnatural restrictions. I II This

110
He is her "father white," suggesting old age and the whiteness of

the sepulchre. It is \'tith some irony that Blake has the father invest himself
with the oxyrnoron ic "b Iossoms of my hoary ha i r."

III
E. D. Hirsch, Jr. in Innocence and Experience, pp. 281-91, reads

the opposite in this poem. He reads tilo Ti"rzah" as a repu-diation of Blake's
earl ier (?) stance on free love; on this reading and on that alone, it seems
to me hE: dates Copy E around 1805. Ti rzah, as mother of the mori"a I part
represents that same restrictive parent figure as that of the "father white"
of "A Li tt leG i r I Lost." Instead of deny i ng a life of the senses, the speaker
repudiates the restrictions placed on his senses:

With cruelty didst mould my Heart,
And with false self-deceiving tears
Didst bin~ my Nostri Is, Eyes & Ears:

Didst close my tongue in senseless clay,
i\rld me to Mor-ta I Life betray.

(emphasis mine)
It is the binding of the senses +hat is the betrayal not +he senses themselves.

V/hat then is this betrayal, this II t.J\ortaI L.ife?" Simply, it is 'rhe
inab iii ty to see beyond the phys ica I except (as in lIThe Fly!l) to ident i fy with
a IClio/Sf form of the phys i ca I. Thus, th is betraya lis the reverse of the twofo f d
vis Ion of Innocence--the i dent icat i on of the se If \'1'1 i'h a hi ghe r form.

The death of Jesus set me fiee:
Then what have I to do with thee?

RclE\as8 from Mor'tal Life comes through the death of Jesus. "Jesus \'los
all vid'ue,. and acted from impulse. not from rules." (~'arriage of Heaven and
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repudiation, in form simi lar to the "if-then" structure of "The Fly"

except that there is no need for the hypothetical "if" (al I statements

are here conclusions; al I questions, rhetorical) represents the final

stage of the purification of the personality--it is a rejection of the

(now) fa Ise perspect i ves of the persona I i ty about hi mse I f and his vlor I d

(compare Plate 16 of the Job I I lustrations). As a rejection of false

perspective, "To Tirzah" represents what Blake terms a Last Judgment:

Whenever any Individual Rejects Error ~

Embraces Truth, a Lasrl~udgment passes
upon that Individual • .L

The design of "To Tirzah ll becomes not only a pieta, not only a baptism,

not only a resurrection (although it is al! of these things>, but also

a Last Judgment.

"To Tir"zah" rejects the false perspectives of Experience--that

the physica! is the only reality (single vision), that there are fixed

oppressive laws that govern the universe (a perversion of twofold vision),

and that all na-tural feelings need to be !-epressed ("free Love with bondage

bound."). The poem does not, however, offer a substitute vision. "The

Hel!, Plates 23-24) From following natural desires (recall the endings of Copies
C, D", and E wher-e "The Lilly" precedos either the Tailpiece or "To Tirzah")
and denying the r8strictions imposed by o-rher-sf freedom from these oppressions
C<'l!1 be attained.

! 12
Vii lliam Blake, A Vision of the Last Judgment," in Keynes, ed.,

Corr1p I ete Poetry and Prose, p. 647,
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School Boy" and liThe Voice of the Ancient Bard" culminate in an encompassing

vision of both Innocence and Experience.

"The Schoo I Boy" represents a return to the pastora I scenery of

Songs of Innocence. In form the poem's quest ions reca I I those of I! A Dream"

in Innocence and "Earth's AnsvJer" in Experience. Although the schoolboy is

caught in Experience, he sees the necessity for "the blasts of winter" and
• 113

sti II anticipates the spring. By finding symbols for Innocence and

Experience in the cycle of the seasons, the schoolboy realises their

interdependence and the nature of their progression.

Finally, "The Voice of the Ancient Bard" rounds cut the cycle of

Experience. Addressing the "Youth of delight," the "Children of the future

Age" of "A Little Girl Lost," the Ancient Bard looks both forward to !;the

opening morn" and backl'/ard into the "endless maze" of Experience. Here as

in liThe Ecchoing Green" in Innocence and "The Little Girl Found" In

Experience the generations coexist in a mutuai Iy beneficial relationship.

Here the grovli ng comp rehens ion of "The Schoo I Boy" cu 1m inates under the

tutelage of the Bard into a perspective that "Present, Past, ~ Future sees."

By looking backward the Bard sees the maze of Experience and its obstncles;

by looking for~~rd he sees the opening pastoral morn of Innocence regained.

The nYouth of del ight," the now transformed personal ities of Experience,

look forward with him and see with their transformed vision the r.ew morning

-···-------!TS'-
SE.!8 the discu~.sion of "The School Boy" above, Chapter III, pp.
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of Innocence as the "Image of truth new bOln."

The design of liThe Voice of the Ancient Bard" (Figure 4)

emphasises this unity of vision between the personalities of Experience

and the Bard. With the harp of the Ancient Bard (the harp as the instrument

of David the psalmist) the chi Idren of Experience form a circle beginning

with the youngest on the Bard's right and ending with the oldest on his

left. This unitive circle which first appears in Blake's iconography in

Songs of Innocence and of Experience (see the designs for '1Laughing Song,~

the first plate of "The Ecchoing Green," and "Nurse's Song" in Songs of

Innocence; "The Voice of the Ancient Bard" is the only design \vith the

possible exception of "To Tirzah" in "'thich this unitive circle appears In

~.::ng~ __~Exp~r~_nce) is a major design motif in Blake's works. The most

reveal trig compcrison that can be made between this design and its late.

representation is the comparison ben/een the design of "The Voice of the

P,neient Bard" and the last plate of the Illustrations of the Book of Job

(F i gure 5).

The figures of the last plate of the Job I I lustrations (Job, his

wife, his sons and daughters) form three concentric circles (the circle

of the tree trunk around which Job has traversed throughout the illustrations

forms the innermost circle) echoing the structure of the Job illustrations

as a whole. The scene, the overat I structure, and the figures are the

sa~~ as In the first rlate--the end meets the beginning to close off the

final circie of the I I lustrations of the Book of Job.

The figure of Job in this p·tate is almost exactly the same as the

figure of i·he Ancient Bard. Both with fiovdng hair and beard pluck a



Fi gure 4

The Voice of the Ancient Bard
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Fi gure 5
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standing harp which they hold on the1r left with their right feet advanced.

Both are instructors: Job in the previous plate (Plate 20 of "rhe Job

I I lustratlons) communicates to his daughters the power and the meaning of

his vision; -the Ancient Bard guides the new-born personal ities from

Exporl ence oV/ay from the maze of Fa I IY towards "the open i ng morn. II Both

are old men among a crowd of the young.

Just as in the final plate of the Job i I lustrationsthe entire course

of the book is united in a series of circles, so "The Voice of the Ancient

Bard'! unites the whole of Experience. This is the third design in the Songs

in which the Bard propre appears (compare Figures I and 2 with Figure 4).

The Bard has now totally absorbed the divine element of hIs inspiration

(the cherub) and transformed it into the cOrri.''Tlunication of his vision (the

Songs themselves). Like "the daughters of Job the reader has taken part in

the poet's experience. This final vision is the interdependence of Innocence

and Experionce.

This then, as in the Job illustrationsis the course of ~.?ngs o.!

Innocence and of Experience In the Copy T series: a first stage in which a

pastora i landscape is shown in its pd st i ne innocence--somet imes inc i ud i ng

fot'ebad i ngs of dangers to come (Songs of Innocence); a second stage of Fa I I

and dr:3scent (the descent of the cherub in the Frontispiece to Song~--.5:!.

Experi ence up to lIThe Clad & the Pebb! e ,:); a th 1rd stage where Innocence

is contrasted with Experience in which the perspective of Innocence is

found to bE: incapable of dealing with malevolence ("The Clod ~ the Pebble,"

lIHoly Thllrosday," and liThe Little Gil-I Lost ~. round ll
); ihe descent to the

dark night of the SOLI I (ll'fhe Ch imnoy Sweeper" to liThe Human Abstract");
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the enumerations of the limitations of Experience (the two types of

opression~-external and internal--of "Infant Sorrow" and IIA Poison Tree ll

and the recapitulation of the essiential theme of Exper'ience, "lostness,"

in "A Little Boy Lost" and llA Little Girl Lost ll ); the culmination of the

pur'ification of personality in the repudiation of the false perspectives

of Experience ("To Tirzah"); II growing comprehension of the interdependence

(rather than their primary "Contrary" qualiiy) of Innocence and Experience

(liThe School Boy"); and a final unitive experience between personality and

vision and between Innocence and Experience in a single circular perspective.

With the simi larities of movement and design between the Job

illu5trction~j and the Songs there is another similarity--that of the

int-erp ei'ation of theme. The surrounding marginal designs of and the

s(weral different lE.wels of action in the Job illustrations point to the

central problem o·f the Book of Job, a concern also of the Song~-the problem

of ev 1I •

. •• job's suffering is a dispensation of love,
but brought about by the wrath-spirit [the
Accuser or Satan], and with every appearance of
\'1 rath. It is so \'J i t- every tr ia I and chast i semeni'
of the righteous. And it cannot be otherwise; for
trial is designed to be for man a means of over
coming the evi I that is external to him, and
chastisement of overcoming the evi I that is
within him. There is a confl ict between good and
evi I in the world that can issue in victory to
the good only so, that the good proves itself in
distinction from the evi I, withstands the assault
of evi I, and destroys the ev! I that exists bound
up with itself: only so, that the good as far as
it is sti I I mixed with the evi I is refined as by
fire, and more and more freed by it.

This is the two-fold point of view from
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\>/hieh the suffel"ing of Job is to bE: regal-ded.
It was designed, first of al I, that Job
should prove himself in opposition to Satan,
in order to overcome him; and since Job does
not pass through the trial entirely without
sinning, it has the effect at the same time
of purifying and perfecting him. In both
respects, the history of Job is Q p",ssage
f rom the his tory of God r 5 own CO'1 f I [ct \;I-rh
the evi i one, which Is the substance of the
hi st()ry of redempt Ion, and ends in the
triumph of the divine lova•... Accordingly
the church has always recognised In the
passion of Job a type of the passion of Jesus
Christ. James (v. I I) even compares the
patience of Job and the issue of the Lord's
sufferings. And according to this indication
it was the custom after the second century
to read the book of Job to the churches
during passion-veek. The final solution of
the prob Iern V/h i eh th is rna rve lous book sets
font/: is "rhen this: the suffering o"f -rhe
righteous, In its deepest cause, is the
confl let of the seed of the woman with the
seed of the serpent, which ends in the head
of the sel-pent be i ng 1Tarnp Ied under foot; it
is the type or copy of the suffering of Christ,
the Holy God. who has himself borne our sins,
and in -rhe constancy of His reconc I ling love
has withstood, even to the f i na I overth row, I 14
the assault of wrath and of the angel of wrath.

Blake takes this orthodo:< interpretation (or one like it) of Job as the

starting point for his interpretation. I 15 The emphasis on not only

of Job, Rev.
Eerdman 1 s Publishing

114

Ho does, however, change certain parts to suit his conceptuai
unlverse--notably a greater emphasis on the psychological import of the

F. Delitzsch, Biblical Commentary on The Book
Francis Bolton, trans. -(Grand Rapids, Michigan: v~rn. 8.
Company, (970), pp. 31-32.

115
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e:dernal evi I ("trial") but also internal evi I ("chastisement") leads to

plate designs that either occur on one plane--the physical (corresponding

116to Internal evi I)--or on two levels--the physical and the supernatural

(corresponding to external evi I). This same separation of internal and

external evi I, chastisement and trial, takes place in several poems of

purification in Songs of Experienc.e (compare, for example, "The Little

Vagabond" with "A Poison Tr·ee").

It is these two evi Is that form the passion not only of Job and

Christ but also of the individual in Experience. The poems of purification

in ~xperience are in effect Stations of the Cross leading to the Resurrection

from the tomb of liTo Tirzah." Finally in "The Voice of the Ancient Bard,1I

the sown physical body is united with the newly risen spiritual body.' 17

Sonqs of !nnocence in the Copy T series can be compared to Paradise
-"""'--~-----

before the Fall. There all things have names (there is no Mystery) and

each walks in campi iance with if not in fact with (I ike the Bard) God.

~~Igs-?! Experience is Paradise lost l
18 and regained. It serves as a type

for the Fal i and for the Redemption by annihi lating " the Self-hood of

O • ~ Fir' 11119T .. d t'ecel'( 6 a 5e .orglveness. hus pun fie, he personal ity eri'l8rges from

-~-li6-

Note that no action takes place entirely on a supernatural plane.
117

Blake indeed painted a watercolour of the embrace of spirit and body.
118

Cf. the ernphas is on the "i ost" theme in Songs of Expar i ence.
119

Wi I liam Blake, Mi Iton, Plate 18.
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Experience with a new perspective which "Present, Past, & Future sees."

This illumination al lows the union of each facet of the life of the

personal ity of Experience into a comprehensive total ity.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

THE EVOLUTION OF THE COPIES

Blake's several different arrangements of the poems within Songs

0-[ Innocence and of Exper 1ence r"evea I an organ ic deve lopment of his thought

~/hich cor-responds to much of what he develops in his longer "didactic and

symbol ical wor-ks,1I to use Sir Geoffrey Keyne's phrase. There is an organic

development from ideas in Poetical Sketches to Songs of Innocence and from

Songs of J~~n~~ to S~ngs of Experience. Two of these ideas which from the

fir'st \,/el-e paired by Blake are the states of existence and visionary capa-

b iii ty.

Blake took the common motif of the ages of man and correlated it

not to chronological age but to spiritual progress: "Man Passes on, but

States ,"emain fOI" Ever; he passes thro' them like a traveller.,,120 They are

stages of spiritual maturity through which a man passes. The means of moving

from one state to another is vision:

Now I a fourfold vIsion see,
And a fourfold vision is given to me;
'Tis fourfold in my supreme del ight

-_.------f2~f-..
'tiilliarn 8Iei<.e, !!A Vision of the Last Judgment," in Keynes, ed.,

~Q"iP I E.:.!!'yoetry_ an~ Pros~_, p. 640.

78
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And threefold in soft Beulah's night
And twofold Always. May God us keep
From Single vision &Newton's sleep! 121

The harmonious vision of Innocence, twofold vision, is inappl icable

in Experience--it leads to either pathetic fal lacy or the spectre of Nobadaddy.

Single vision is blindness to the tra:lscendental and "sleep." Threefold vision,

the vision that repudiates the limitations on the senses, is the means of tem-

pOi"ari Iy achieving hdrmony in Experience (this harmonious state, an early

prototype for 6e~lah). Fourfold vision, the unitive al I-encompassing vision

of the states as one cyclic continuum, creates the final escape from the

lIContraries. lI

The deve lopmeni' from tVlOfo Id and threefo Id vis ion in the Songs....£!.

EXi!':..':.! en~:~ corresponds to the deve lopment o'r the severa larder i ngs of the

poem series. Figure 6 shows in graphic form the reiationships between e~ch

of the t\\'ellty-seven cop ies. AI I of the cop ies de rive in some extent t rom the

pairings of contrar-ies in Copy A. The poem pairs of the second group and the

inc' w, ion of "To Ti rzah!l j n Copy E are two more important i nf Iuences on the

development of Songs of Experience. The third group, Copies F, G, and H,

has an influence on Copy P and Copy V. The middle copies absorb these influ-

ences and try cut several thematic combinations. The inclusion of "The Schoo!

80'1 11 and/or liThe Voice of the Ancient Bard" opens up the possibi I ity 0f a four-

fold vision (beyond the Bard's threefold vision), a possibi lity that is

-'~----T2T-

Wi II lam S:ake, letter to Thomas Butts, 22 November 1802, in
l<eyne5, ed., ~o!~1JJ...Iets Poetry and Prose., pp. 851-62.
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Plate 6

A Genealogy for the Copies
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accomplished in the Copy T series.

It is in the Copy T series that Blake attempts a fourfold visionary

unification of his \'Iorks. By placing "The Voice of the Ancient Bard" last

in the series, Blake creates a movement simi lar to Plate 14 of the I I !ustra-

tions of the Book of Job or to Plate 36 of Milton; In each of these i llus-

trations a cosmic egg is laid open displaying four parts and a unifying

middle; "The Voice of the Ancient Bard" is such a unifying middle \'Ihich ties

together not only the Four Zoas but also the states of existence into one

unity. The Copy T series exists in systematic harn~ny with Blake's graatest

prophec i es, eng ray ings, and po i nt ings, In th is Hay not on Iy is the Songs.-E":"

.!.!.)~~~.c:..~~!:l..0~of Experien~<-.l sourcebook for Slnk.els other works, but also

Blake's other \'larks become sourcebooks for the different arrangements of the

A study of the different arrangements of the poems in Songs of

Innocence and of Experience is predicated on the assumption of Blake's

intention. Along with the internal consistency of theme and its parallels

with Blake's other work which has been developed in this study,122 there

exists tne evidence of Blake's carefulness in his other \'larks and his

assertion in the preface to Jerusalem that

122
and the statistical·improbabi lity of any two poems' being

repeated next to each othe.r koughly equivalent to 1/20! or
f

20 x T9-:~--r8'x-17 x-16 x ! 5 x I4 .x I3 x f 2 x I I x lOx 9 x 8 x 7 x 5 x 3 x i'
if the arrangement were truly random),
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Every word's every letter is studied
and put into its fit place. 123

It the piaceroont of a letter or a blur is of such significance to Blake, then

surely too must be the placement of a poem in a series such as the Songs.

Blake's publication of several issues for friends l24 may have been one factor

in Blake's composition of the series, but even this argues for intention.

The continuing publication of the Songs throughout Blake's career

make it one of Blake's most popular books in his lifetime. Blake's contin-

uous experimentation with order in the copies provides a vivid representation

of the developn~nt of his thought.

Koynes, ed., Complete Poetry and Prose, p. 645.
124

Especially Copy 0 tor Anna Flaxman. See above pp. 45-46.
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Appendix I

Numerical Key to the Follovling Tables

The Pc~ms of Songs of Innocence nnd of Experience

I. Combined Titlepage
2. Frontispiece to Innocence
3. Titlepage to Innocence-
4. Introduction to Innocence
5. The Shepherd

6.-7. The Ecchoing Green
8. The Lamb

9.-10. The Little Black Boy
II. The Bi ossom
12. The Chimney Sweeper
13. The Little Boy Lost
14. The li tt Ie 130y Found
!5. Laughing Song

16.-17. A Cradle Song
18. The Divine Image
19. Holy Thursday

20.-21. Night
22 .. -23. Spring

24. Nurse's Song
25. Infant Joy
26. A Dream
27. On l\nother" s Sorrow
28. Frontispiece to Experience
29. Title-Page to Experience
30. Introdl.'ction to Experience

31. Earth's Answer
32. The Clod &the Pebble
33. Holy Thursday

34.-36. The Little Girl Lost
The Little Girl Found

37. The Chimney Sweeper
38. Nurse's Song
39. The Sick Rose
40. The Fly
41. The Ange I
42. The Tyger
43. My Pretty Rose Tree,

Ah! Sun Flovler, The Li Ily
44. The Garden of Love
45. The Little Vagabond
46. London
47. The Human Abstract
48. Infant Sorrow
49. A Poison Tree
50. A Little Boy Lost
51. A Little Girl Lost
52. To Tirzah
53. The School Boy
54. The Voice of the Ancient Bard
a. Tai Ipiece (for Copies B, C,

and D)



Appendix 2

The Orderings of the Poems in i-he Separately Issued Songs of Innocence

Copy
A 5 25 !6 !7 j5 9 10 54 6 7 24 19 27 22 23 53 26 34-36 I I 8!3 14 20 21 12 18
B 5 25 27 53 19 24 15 9 iO 54 6 7:3 18 26 34-36 13 14 16 17 22 23 I I 8 20 21
C 16 17 /3 14 18 12 2, 22 23 53 8 I I 26 34-36 !5 - 9 10 54 i9 24 6 7 20 21 25 5
o 6 7 15 9 10 54 Ii 8 26 34-36 24 19 25 5 20 21 13 14 i8 12 16 17 27 22 23 53
E i8 12 6 7! I 8 15 9 10 54 5 25 27 22 23 53 24 i9 14 13 26 34-36 20 21 16 17
F 5 25 8' I 15 9 10 54 13 14 18 12 16 17 20 21 27 22 23 53 26 34-36
G 26 34-36 8 ! I 6 7 18 !2 25 5 20 21 16 !7 13 14 24 19 27 22 23 53 15 9 10 54
H 5 25 15 9 10 54 - 6 7 16 l7 20 21 24 19 I I 8 27 22 23 53 13 14 26 34-36 12 18
I 5 9 to 54 16 17 I I 34-36 8 24 25 27 13 14 12 22 23 53 15 26 19 18 6 7 20 21

J 5 9 10 54 :8 26 6 7 27 25 8 22 23 I I 24 !2 16 17
K 6 7 15 9 10 54 I I 8 26 22 23 53 25 5 16 17 24 19 12 IB 13 14 20 2! 27
L 5 25 24 19-27 22 23 53 15 9 10 54 6 7 16 17 13 14 8 II 18 12 20 21
~ 25 5 15 9 10 54 27 22 23 53 16 17 19 24 6 7 8 I I 18 12 21 20 13 14
N 5 6 7 8 19 24 16 17 i5 9 10 26 12 13 14 27 I I 20 21 53 22 23 15 18
o 5 25 9 10 27 22 23 15 53 54 12 8 19 l8 20 21 26 16 17 I I 24 13 14
P 25 6 7 22 23 18 19 53 13 14 27 26 15 I! 20 21 8 5 54 12 24 9 16
Q 6 7 I I 22 23 25 54 5 9 10 27 16 17 18 19 8 12 26 53 15 24 13 14 20 21
S 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 53 22 23 24 25 54 26 27
T 5 25 27 19 24 9 10 54 6 7 12 18 26 34-36 13 14 16 17 22 23 ! I 8 20 21
~ 25 6 7 9 10 I I 12 15 8 53 24 13 14 20 21 19 26 16 17 25 54 22 23 5 27 18 34-36

Note: Al I the above copies begin 2, 3, 4 with the exceptions of Copy T which
be~ins 3, 2, 4 a~d Copy U which begins 3, 2 and lacks 4

Poem Blocks

15 9 10 54
15 9 10

9 10 54
27 22 23 53

22 23 53
26 34-36

r.: ?-::> ,_:J

Copies in which they occur

ABC D E F G H K L M
N
I J T
ACE F G H L M
o I K N
ABC 0 E F G H T
ABC 0 E r- G H K L MOT

Poem Blocks

I) 8
12 18
8 i2
5 54 or 25 54

19 24
26 27
17 13 14

Copies in which they occur

ABC 0 E F G H K L MT
ABC 0 E F G H K L MT
Q 0
P Q E S U
ABC D E G H K L MN T ~

P S
C G L
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The Orderings of the Pooms of Songs of Innocence in the Combined Copies of the Songs

Copy
A * 3 2 4 22 23 6 7 9 10 13 20 21 22 24 27 54 15 18 12 19 53 14 8 5 16 17 26 25
C 2 I 3 4 25 5 16 17 8 1I 24 19 6 7 27 22 23 53 18 12 15 9 10 54 20 21 13 14
D 2 I 3 4 15 9 10 54 27 22 23 53 6 7 16 17 20 21 5 25 24 19 8 I I 18 12 13 14
E I 2 3 4 5 25 I I 8 15 9 '0 54 i8 12 16 17 6 7 27 22 23 53 24 j9 13 14 20 21 26
F * 2 3 4 5 9 10 27 6 7 12 22 23 53 i5 26 13 14 8 24 34-36 54 !8 19 15 17 20 21 13 14
G <.?ongs of Experience. only)
H (Songs Of EXJ?erience only)

~~-1·3-4 . 5 i-I-g iO 22 23 19 6 7 25 8 24 15 12 18 26 27 53 54 16 17 20 21 13 14
J I 2 3 4 5 22 23 19 15 24 18 8 9 10 25 6 7 16 i7 53 20 21 27 26 13 14 1I 12 54
K (Songs of Experience only)
L 1---2 3 4 6 7 12 9 10 19 22 23 24 5 26 16 !7 20 21 I I 13 14 25 8 54 15 18 27
M 3 I 2 4 8 6 7 15 20 21 19 18 13 14 27 9 10 26 II 54 5 22 23 24 25 16 17 12
N (~0n~?~~~rience only)
o I 2 3 4 5 12 19 6 7 I I 15 16 17 25 27 24 54 22 23 18 53 8 26 13 14 9 10 20 2:
P 2 I 3 4 5 6 7 25 9 10 27 22 23 !5 53 54 12 8 19 18 20 21 26 16 17 I J 24 13 14
Q ** 2 3 4 6 7 5 I! 22 23 12 54 53 25 15 26 8 9 10 16 17 19 24 27 18 !3 14 20 21
R I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1I 12 13 /4 !5 !6 17 18 19 20 21 53 22 23 24 25 54 26 27
S (Same order as Copy R)
T (Incompietp.), U, W, X, Y, Z, and AA

! 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I I 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
V ~ 2 3 4 6 7 8 5 25 9 10 15 22 23 16 17 24 19 II 12 18 20 21 26 27 13 14

* Lacks combined Title-Page **Combined Title-Page in Experience

Poem Blocks Copies in which they occur Poem Blocks Copies in which they occur

15 9 10 54 C 0 E 5 (or 25) 54 MRS
27 22 23 53 C 0 E 19 24 C 0 E Q V

22 23 53 FRS 6 7 27 C E F
5 2:; C 0 E V !5 17 2C 21 OIL (X)

II e C D E 26 27 IJRSTV 1:7\

12 18 A C 0 E I V 8 24 F I

!2 a P 5 n A v
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Appendix 3a

The Terminal Poems of the Two Innocence Series

Copy A
Copy B
Copy C
Copy D
Copy E
Copy F
Copy G
Copy H
Copy I
Copy J
Copy K
C'--opy L
Copy M
Copy N
Copy 0
Copy p*
Copy q
C'.opy S
Copy T
Copy U

In

20-21; !2, !8
I I, 8; 20-21
20-21; 25, 5
17, 22--23, 53
20-21; 16·· 17
26, 34-36
!5, 9-10, 54
26, 34-36 ; 12, I 8
6-7; 20-21
24, ! 2; 16- i 7
13 , I4; 20-2 I, 27
18, 12; 20-21
20, 2 I; I3, I4
53, 22-23; 25, 18
I I, 24; 13, 14
12, 14; 9, 16
13, 14; 20-21
54, 26, 27
II, 8; 20-21
is, 24-26

Copy A
Copy C
Copy 0
Copy E
Copy F
Copy G
Copy H
Copy I
Copy J
Copy K
Copy L
Copy M
Copy N
Copy 0
Copy p
Copy 0
Copy R
Copy S
Copy T
Copy V

SoE

16-17; 26,25
20-21; 13, 14
18, 12; 13, 14
13, 14; 20-21, 26
25, II; 20-21
~~p9rience only
Experier:c~_ or.ly
20-21; 13-14
i3-14; II, 12,54
Exper-ience only
54, 15; I 8,27
25, 16- I 7, 12
Experience only
13,14; 9-iO, 20··21
I !, 24; I3, 14
13, 14; 20-·21
54, 26, 27
54, 26, 27
25, 26, 27
26, 27; I3, 14

* Copy piS arrangement may not be complete (or authoritative) as it lacks
pagination and the second plates of both "The Little Black Boy" and "A
Crad!e Songll

Types of Endings

!2 , i 8 : 1n f\, H, L: SoE 0
20..21: In A, S, C, E, I, K, L, t-.1, 0, T: SoE C, E, F, 1,0,0
16-17: in E, J; SoE A, M
15) 9-10: In G
26,27: In S; SoE L, R, S, T, V
34-·36: ! n U, F
22-23, 53: in D, N
13, 14: In M, 0, 0: SoE C, D, E, F, I, 0, 0



Appendix 3b

The Terminal Poems of Songs of Experienc~

88

Copy A
Copy C
Copy 0
Copy E
Copy F
Copy G
Copy H
Copy I
Copy J
Copy K
Copy L
Copy ~1

Copy N
Copy 0
Copy P
Copy Q
Copy R
('.-opy S
Copy T
Copy V

39 33 43
43 33 32 q
33 43 32 a
33 43 52
47 43 40
43 47 52
46 5i 47
42 34-36 52
46 39 45
49 43 52
51 43 53
53 43 33
33 38 53
33 54 52
37 41 44
45 33 43
52 51 50
40 51 52
52 53 54
51 37 47

Types of Endings

-L. .... ) ,
51,
47,
51,
53,
53,
52,
54,
43,

43:
47:
43:
11<:.
't .....

43:
33:
51 :
52:
52:

(A, C, D, E)
(G, H) (V)

(F, G)
(G) (U

(L, M)
(M, N)
(R, S)
(0) (T)

(E) (K)

Uniqu8: Caries I, J, and P



Appendix 3c

Groups of Common Terminations in Songs of Innocence (Combined
Issue) Compared with Groups of Common Terminations in the Corresponging

Songs of Experience

Innocence Experience

A A, C, 0, E
C, 0
E, F F, G, H

I I
J J

K
L L, M, N
M

0 0
p p
Q Q

R, S, T R, S
V T

V

89'



Appendix 4

A Tabulation of the Songs of Innocence and of Experience*
90

Date r.-op i es Type** Cha racter ist icsGroup

1794 A half Separate fo I i at ion for Songs of
Innocence and for ~erience;

one plate per sheet

II 1794-95 B, C, 0, E whole Continuous fo Ii ati on (in E; in
others no fo I i at ion) ; back and
front of sheet are printed

III 1795 F, G, H half F with earl ier Innocence,
separate fo Ii ati on; G and H have
on Iy Expe~ience; a II three are
colour-printed; one plate per
sheet

IV !796-1801 I , J , K, L, M, whole I , L, M have continuous fol i a-
N tion by BI ake; K and N are in-

complete copies but their fol i·-
ation suggests an earl ier Inno-
cence, the v,ho Ie cont i nuouSTy-
fo I i ated; J has no fol iation but
is coloured i ike i'j and has a fev."
points in common in its arrange-
ment \'1 ith I and K

V 1801··08 0, P, Q, R, S half Copies have separate fo Ii ations
for Innocence and for Experience-

VI 1815-26 T, U, W X, Y, whole Copies have continuous fo Ii a'f ion,
Z, AA, V

* Note: I have followed Keynes and Wolf (Census, p. 55) in dating the Copies;
I have, however, disagreed as the characteristics of the groupings. I have
tended to put together copies that show the same intend, i. e. whether or not
Blake saw Inpocence and Experience as one book or two. ThTSTS quite easy to
dec i de based on "i-he i nformaTiOFlin the Census with the except ions of C, 0,
and J. I n those cases I have ana lysed the structure of the cop i es to deci de
with which other copies they belong, e. g. there are obvious formal simi lar
ities bet','leen C, 0, and E vlhich suggest that they are ciosely related.

** This terminology is based en whether the Songs are paginated as one book,
"whole," or tvlO hooks, I1half."



Appendix 5

The Orderings of the Poems of Songs of Experience
In the Combined Copies of the Songs

Copy A 29 28 30 31 40 32 41 37 42 48 45 38 47 34-36 44 49 39 33 43

Copy C 28 29 30 3! 48 51 38 41 39 44 45 47 26 34-36 50 37 40 49 46 42 43 33 32 a
Copy 0 28 29 30 31 40 49 46 42 39 44 26 34-36 48 51 47 45 50 37 41 38 33 43 32 a
Cop~ E 28 29 30 31 15 34-36 50 37 42 46 44 39 38 41 45 47 40 49 48 51 33 43 52

Copy F 28 29 30 31 32 38 33 46 41 49 42 50 51 37 47 43 40
Copy G 30 31 32 38 37 42 33 50 46 40 49 41 43 47 51
Copy H 28 29 30 31 32 42 38 43 49 33 41 37 50 40 46 51 47

Copy I 28 29 30 31 32 33 48 41 39 40 50 51 43 37 45 49 44 46 47 38 42 34-36 52
Copy J 29 30 31 48 32 44 40 42 50 33 43 41 38 34-36 47 37 52 49 51 46 39 45
Copy K 28 29 30 31 32 38 48 42 33 41 46 40 47 45 50 51 44 34-36 37 49 43 52
Copy L 28 29 30 31 34-36 42 40 33 48 32 37 52 45 47 44 50 41 39 38 49 46 51 43 53
Copy M 28 29 30 31 32 49 42 41 39 52 44 50 51 37 47 34-36 38 48 45 40 46 53 43 33
Copy N 29 30 31 32 37 49 48 42 40 39 47 51 34-36 44 41 43 50 52 46 45 33 38 53

Copy 0 28 29 30 31 32 38 34-36 42 48 37 44 39 46 43 49 50 40 47 45 51 41 33 54 52
Copy P 28 29 30 31 48 42 40 32 34-36 49 39 33 47 38 51 50 52 43 46 45 37 41 44
Copy Q 28 29 30 31 48 42 37 34-36 38 32 40 50 47 52 39 44 46 51 41 49 45 33 43
Copy R 28 29 30 31 32 33 34-36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 52 51 50
Copy S 28 29 30 31 32 38 42 37 49 45 33 43 47 50 41 48 34-36 46 44 39 40 51 52

Copy T 28 29 30 31 32 33 34-36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54
C~py V 28 29 30 31 38 40 42 34-36 32 45 33 49 41 39 52 54 43 44 50 48 53 46 51 37 47

Note: Copy 0 begins by repeating I and then continues as above; Copy Q places I after 28;
Copy T, oj-hough i ncomp Ie-re, is taken here to i nd feate the order i ng of Cop i es T J U, vI,
X, Y, .I, and AA.

\D



Appendix Sa

The Frequency and the Order of the Poems

,A. C 0 E F G H I J K L tvl N 0 p Q R S T V
32 6 25 25 5 5 5 5 6 5 12 5 5 5 8 12 5 5 5 II
33 20 24 23 23 7 9 10 6 II 9 10 26 24 24 14 24 6 II 6 13
34 14 14 12 6 22 15 18 5 16 14 7 9 8 7 17 7 8
36 16 16 14 8 24 17 20 7 18 16 9 II 10 9 19 9 10
37 8 18 20 10 14 7 12 14 19 21 13 14 6 12 23 7 10 8 10 26
38 12 7 22 15 6 6 7 20 14 6 21 19 25 6 16 II II 6 II 5
39 19 9 9 14 9 24 20 9 II 14 13 17 12 22 12 16
40 5 19 5 19 17 12 14 10 8 12 9 22 10 19 7 13 13 23 13 6
41 7 8 21 !6 9 14 II 8 13 10 19 8 18 23 24 21 14 15 14 15
42 9 22 8 II II 8 6 21 9 8 8 7 9 10 6 6 15 7 15 7
43 21 23 24 24 16 15 8 13 12 23 25 25 19 16 20 25 16 12 16 19
44 17 10 10 13 17 7 17 17 II 17 13 25 18 17 21 17 20
45 II II 18 17 15 25 14 15 21 23 21 22 23 18 10 18 12
46 21 7 12 8 II 15 18 23 II 23 23 22 15 21 19 19 20 19 24
47 !3 12 17 18 15 16 17 19 18 13 16 15 12 20 15 15 20 13 20 27
48 10 5 15 21 7 5 7 II 20 8 II 5 5 21 16 21 22
49 18 20 6 20 10 13 9 16 21 22 22 6 7 17 12 22 22 9 22 14
50 17 19 :; 12 10 13 II 10 15 18 12 20 18 18 14 25 14 23 21
51 6 16 22 13 17 16 12 22 16 24 13 13 22 17 20 24 24 24 25
52 25 25 20 24 14 10 21 26 19 16 23 25 25 17
53 26 24 26 26 23
54 25 27 18

a 26 26
26 13 II
15 5

92
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Appendix 5b

The Arrangements of the Poems in Group II

Copy C Copy 0 Copy E

28 28 L8
29 29 7.9
30 30 30
31 31 31
48 40 15
51 49 VII 34-36 V

38 46 50
41 II 42 VIII 37 VI

39 III 39 42
VII]44 44 III 46

45 26 44
47 IV 34-36 V 39 III

26 48 38
34-36 V 51 41 II

50 47
IV 45

37 VI 45 47 IV
40 50 40
49 Vl/ 37 VI 49 VII
46 41 48
42 VIII 38 II 51
43 33 IX 33 IX33 IX 43 43
32 X 32 X 52

a a
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